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Message from Our President
　　Never Stop Learning

Since 2007, I continuously reflected on the huge impact of globalization and global warming 
on the human society and eco-system. It helped me to realize deeply that an enterprise 
could be the key to lead righteousness and progress in our society. At that moment, my team 
and I began to explore the Everest SustainAbility Model(ESM). Our work started from energy 
saving from an economic aspect, carbon reduction from an environmental aspect, and 
extended further to our concern of justice and integrity from a social aspect. We aim to 
achieve “Triple-Bottom-Line” from the three sustainable perspectives：Economy, Environment 
and Society. In《Ecological Intelligence》, Daniel Goleman shared that Ecosta stands as the 
exemplar of an ecologically intelligent company, practicing the three Swarm rules: know 
your impacts, favor improvements, and share what you learn. We anticipate ourselves could 
be such kind of exemplar in textile industry, and cultivate brand value of Everest.

My views on life, value, society, and the world did change a lot over the past five years. 
First of all, food and lifestyle demands have lessened and simplified, quite similar to the 
views of ecological author Henry Thoreau, the conservationist Rachel Carson, and the Laotse 
and Zhuangtse natural philosophy. Owing to my leadership accountability, I aspire to and 
put into practice the Confucius philosophy of “save the world.” I hope to have more and more 
contribution to the company and human beings. As Steve Jobs said, “We try to use the talents 
we do have to express our deep feelings, to show our appreciation of all the contribution 
that came before us, and to add something to that flow. That’s what has driven me.”

Based on “creating shared value”, we launched the EverSmile social enterprise in the 4th 
quarter of 2011. Everest uses “disruptive innovation” and “appropriate technology” concepts 
to create good quality products with affordable price for Bottom-of-Pyramid customers. Such 
model is also inspired by Dr. C. K. Prahalad’s concept of corporate citizenship- “right solution 
to solve the poverty problem, instead of offering the money or materials, is to apply the 
innovation to treat the Bottom-of-Pyramid consumers as customers to let them have respect 
and assistance.” We create job opportunities locally to benefit Bottom-of-Pyramid workers 
and consumers at the same time. We empower a locally deep economy and allow the hidden 
goodwill of Taiwan to be discovered and to diffuse.

I encourage myself as well as expect Everest to provide an “Inclusive Business Model 
(IBM)” for textile enterprises: utilizing Everest’s core strengths of innovative-sustainability 
to provide an inclusive platform to create Triple-Bottom-Line with our stakeholders.

In this year, Everest has initiated two projects “The Green Factory” and “The Sight-seeing 
Factory”, in order to advocate transparency and to advance the Everest  SustainAbility 
Model. The purpose is also to enhance the knowledge implementation and our deeper 
commitment to Taiwan. We received and utilized verifications approved by third parties, 
and we opened and welcome the public on-site visiting to our factory and to provide an 
experience of ESM. Besides raising general consumers’ awareness of charity, also very 
importantly, we would like to make an impact on the powerful stakeholders’ decision-making 
and thoughts. It’s our inevitable corporate social responsibility.
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Although “uncertainty” has become the new norm in the global environment, our morale at 
Everest has risen higher and stronger, to strive and grow even under chaos. In addition to 
focus on our core advantages, we put more emphasis and invest in marketing and innovation 
to generate more business from customers. “Think Different” is Everest’s motto and approach 
on innovation and entrepreneurship. We never stop learning and focus on seeking innovative 
and sustainable solutions by choosing a different path from those of our competitors. 
Therefore Everest team continue learning from bench markers, unceasingly overcome 
challenges, and constantly develop self-potential. I also appreciate each discussion with 
different professionals and insightful individuals, as I am passionate and eager to gain more 
knowledge from each other. It’s like reading numerous books and masterpieces to advance 
myself. We believe that only innovation and transformation can maintain our advantages 
and competitive edge towards a sustainable development of Everest.

My friends called me “The man who planted trees”, the title adopted from French author 
Jean Giono’s well-known novel. I don’t think I deserve such compliment. What I am doing 
is just devoting to the environment, people and the next generation so that we can reclaim 
this ground and share the benefit, and try to help people to have a simple and comfortable 
life. I encourage myself and Everest people to live and act by Laotse’s belief of “kindness, 
frugality and humility”, and to work by “follow, improve and ultimate”. Only by practicing 
these principles could Everest achieve outstanding results under the global challenges. 
Only by exemplifying these principles could we continue to undertake Everest’s mission 
“to contribute to society and to make the world better with Innovation and Sustainability”.

　　　　　　　　　　 Roger C. L. Yeh
　　　　　　　　　　 CEO of Everest SunstainAbility Office
　　　　　　　　　　 President of Everest Textile Co., Ltd.
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1.0 Everest SustainAbility Report Overview
1.1 Foreword
Over the years, the GNP (Gross National Product) has always been considered an evaluative 
indicator to measure economic development and politicians’ performance. However, this evaluative 
indicator disregards the costs of society and environment for achieving the economic progress.

On April 2, 2012, the headquarters of United Nations in New York called a conference named “Defining a 
new economic model for happiness and well-being.” United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon 
appealed that the future happiness and well-being of the world have to rely on a new economic model with 
comprehensive considerations of economic, social and environmental aspects and balanced development.

Under the new economic model, the three sustainable aspects, economy, society and environment, are 
equally important and inseparable. Meanwhile, the three objectives don’t compete with each other. They 
are inclusive and comprehensive: one goal with multiple-effectiveness. Although the economic, social 
and environmental well-being is intangible, it has become the boundary of global happiness named the 
GNH(Gross National Happiness).

Everest has devoted itself to “Co-creating Triple-Bottom-Line.” We believe that caring about and helping 
others will bring advantages to ourselves. Being a global innovation-sustainability solution provider of 
textile industry, we will take responsibility of corporate citizenship to achieve the goal of sustainability.

1.2 GRI Editorial Commentary
The first Everest SustainAbility Report was published on Aug 31, 2011. Everest plans to publish a 
SustainAbility Report annually. This report is the second Everest SustainAbility Report and has been 
complied based on：
• GRI G3 guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), a trial version of the supplementary 
  guidelines on clothing and footwear.
• AA1000 Assurance Standard (2008)

The report was compiled in accordance with the principles of inclusiveness, materiality ad responsiveness. 
Its self-declaration complied with the GRI G3’s application level B. Besides, the report was consulted 
with and verified by the Taiwan Business Council for Sustainable Development of R.O.C., Taiwan.

Although the application level B only required the disclosure of 20 core indicators, we disclosed more 
GRI indicators and to allow such stakeholders to gain a better understanding of our determination and 
achievements in sustainability and corporate social responsibility.

1.3 Reporting Boundary and Scope
The scope of 2011 SustainAbility Report includes three production factories (Tainan Taiwan, Shanghai 
China and Ratchaburi Thailand) and the Taipei sales office for the period from January 1 through 
December 31 of 2011.

The report covers the performance results in enterprise management, project progressiveness, and CSR 
topics; and the constancy of practicing Everest SusutainAbility Model (ESM) since 2007.
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1.4 Reporting Principles
The data disclosed in this report are provided by three production factories (Tainan Taiwan, Shanghai 
China and Ratchaburi Thailand) and Taipei sales office that demonstrate Everest’s performance over 
2011. The financial data published are excerpts from Everest 2011 Annual Report which is verified and 
approved by accountants.

1.5 Feedback
To learn more about Everest SustainAbility Report in Chinese and English version, please visit 
www.everest.com.tw

Your valuable feedback is the driving force of our improvement. Please send your comments to：
• Everest Textile Co., Ltd., ESM Team, Mr. Norman Kao
• E-mail：esm@everest.com.tw, u21015@everest.com.tw
• Tel：+886-6-5782561 ext. 6233
• Address：No. 256 Minghe Vil., Shanshang Dist., Tainan City 74342, TAIWAN

Ratchaburi Thailand Factory

Tainan Taiwan Factory

Shanghai China Factory
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2.0 Identification of Stakeholders and Main Issues
Advocating sustainability is a long-term task that requires consensus and collective efforts. Whether in 
life or work, we consume energy and generate waste; hence impact and levy burden on the environment 
directly or indirectly. We have identified the relevant stakeholders, main issues and the corresponding 
communication channels in the below:
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◎ Everest and Stakeholders

Stakeholders Main Issues Communication Channels

Employees

Suppliers

Customers

Stockholders

Communities

Non-governmental 
organizations and 
civic groups

Nature

Government

Wage, training, promotion, 
working environment, career 
safety and health, communication 
and complaint channels, labor 
rights, performance indicators

Career safety and health, work 
environment, supply chain 
management, hardware equipment 
safety

Quality of products and services, 
customers’ privacy, supply chain 
management, hazardous substance 
management of products, GHG 
management, ESH (environment, 
safety, and health) management, 
risk management

Operations performance, profit 
performance, market share, 
information disclosure, corporate 
governance, risk management

Community care, engagement and 
participation of social actions/ 
service, holistic empowerment of 
community, waste emission
Corporate management, corporate 
image, participation of sustainability 
issues, eco environment and public 
welfare activities

Learning from Nature, keeping the 
harmonious life with people and 
environment to show the respect 
for the nature
Law compliance, measures for 
carbon-emission reduction and 
climate changes, GHG management, 
precautions of pollutions

Employee complaint hotline, employee observation 
box, survey for employees’ satisfaction, committee 
of labor safety and health, monthly magazines, 
monthly meetings, morning meetings, labor union

Green-procurement supplier seminar, green 
procurement platform, supplier evaluation form, 
social and environmental responsibility and 
assessment form

Committee of labor safety and health, committee 
of zero claims, regular meetings, domestic and 
international exhibitions, in-depth visits, vendor 
fairs, customers visits

Stockholder meetings, annual report, CSR report

The occupational health and safety management 
system OHSAS 18001, committee of labor safety 
and health, ESM volunteers team, Everest Nature 
Farming Platform, Farmers’ Market

Sponsoring, sharing opinions and information 
with environmental-protection groups such as the 
Conservation Alliance of USA, BCSD-Taiwan, 
SOW-Taiwan

Everest Textile Ecological Industrial Park (ETEIP), 
Everest Natural Agriculture Educational Farm

STTRA：seminars, technology summits,
 cross-industry visits and interactions

Schools and 
Research 
Institutes

Industrial manpower training, 
sharing and cluster integration of 
the industry chain

Industrial manpower training programs, school 
speeches and internship

Third Parties, 
Experts and 
Consultants

Integrate ISO, bluesign®, and 
OHSAS standards into Everest 
management system and Lean 
production system

Certification, auditing, advices for improvement, 
training 
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Yarn Texturizing Plant Weaving Plant Dyeing Plant   Post-finishing Plant Garment Manufacturing Plant

Company：Everest Textile Co., LTD.

Established：1988

IPO：1995  (Taiwan Stock Exchange, Symbol: 1460)

Employees：3,000 (global)

Main Products & Manufacturing Capability：

             ˙Filament and staple fabric 

                 ( woven/knitting)

             ˙Textured yarn

             ˙Special raw materials

             ˙Multiple function membrane

             ˙Special post-finishing process

             ˙Coating and lamination

             ˙Garment making

3.0 Economic Aspect - 
Organic Growth Value in the Enterprise

3.1 About Everest

◎ Everest Profile

◎ Vertically Integrated and Intelligent Textile Manufacturer
 Everest –the textile factory obtained ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS-18001 certificates.

˙Vertically integrated textile manufacturer including draw textured yarn, staple and filament fabric

˙Offering of special raw material, multi-functional membrane, post-finishing process

˙In house national standard testing lab granted by TAF (Taiwan Accreditation Foundation)

˙Recipient of ESH Management Award from Economic affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan)

˙Benchmark of Eco-enterprise in Taiwan

˙The first textile company in Asia to receive the bluesign® 
　certificate of coating and lamination products
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Create ecological 
designs, sustainable 
manufacturing 
processes, and 
eco-products

Mind Heart Spirit

Share profit 
and growth with
stakeholders

Achieve “Triple-
Bottom-Line”：
economic, social, 
and environmental 
sustainability

Offer sustainable 
products and 
services with the 
best value

Be a leading 
world-class 
eco-enterprise

Create a 
value-sharing 
happy enterprise

Benefit 
Bottom-of-Pyramid 
workers and 
consumers

Use sustainability 
as a key value index, 
measured in Everest 
SustainAbility Report

Fulfill corporate 
social responsibility

C
O

M
PA

N
Y

INDIVIDUAL

EVEREST VALUES-BASED MATRIX

Mission
To contribute to society and 

to make the world better with 
“Innovation” and “Sustainability”

Vision
To be a leading global enterprise,

that benefits human life by 
providing innovative solutions 
based on sustainable principles

Value- Sustainability
Creating shared value with stakeholders;

 achieve economic, social and 
environmental  “Triple-Bottom-Line”,

 and fulfill corporate social responsibility

Mission
To contribute to society and to make the world better with 
“Innovation” and “Sustainability”

Vision
To be a leading global enterprise, that benefits human life by providing 
innovative solutions based on sustainable principles

Value- Sustainability
Creating shared value with stakeholders; achieve economic, social 
and environmental “Triple-Bottom-Line”, and fulfill corporate 
social responsibility

3.2  Everest Spirit

◎ Mission, Vision, Value

◎ Everest Values-Based Matrix

In order to achieve the Everest sustainability vision, we created the “Everest Values-Based Matrix” as the 
guideline to develop internal and external action plans. Therefore, these action plans can enhance the 
employees’  consensus, comprehension and demonstration of  “Value of Sustainability.” We aim to 
internalize the vision to create an operational management system and to exemplify the Triple-Bottom-Line 
principle with product and operational innovation.
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3.3 Corporate Identity
We represent Everest’s brand characteristics from three perspectives - mindset, emotion, and spirit. 
Through effective brand communication within our enterprise, we help Everest people realize the core 
values of Everest Sustainability and they would become Everest ambassadors; for external people, we 
deliver our values and concerns to all stakeholders through participation in social topics and community 
issues.

Corporate Brand ----- EVEREST

EVEREST is the corporate brand. It refers to the world’s 
highest Mt. Everest. The brand stands for the spirit of 
adventurer, conquering the highest mountain and becoming 
the best of the best. It symbolizes not only our management 
philosophy of moving forward and persistence to reach the 
top, but also our will to undertake “disruptive innovation” to 
transform ourselves and conquer challenges. Through the 
practice of realizing Innovation-Sustainability we create 
shared value, and we fulfill the aim to be “the best of the best”. 
Regarding the colors we used in the logo. Blue and green 
are strongly associated with the meaning of eco-friendly in 
Europe, America and Asia. We use these two colors to 
symbolize EVEREST as a true eco-enterprise.

Sustainability Identity

We use the Sustainability® identity to help employees to 
identify, promote, and respond to sustainable actions 
implemented by each department. This identity strengthens 
our strategic intention, “Energy-saving, environmental 
protection, and care for the Earth.”

˙Starting from the core concept of “Cradle to Cradle”
˙Achieving the ultimate goal of “zero emissions”

Everest develops eco-friendly textiles for reducing impacts 
on human beings and environment. We respect human rights, 
create a sustainable and healthy social environment, and 
expect to be a leader of eco-enterprise.

Blue and green represent the sky and grass respectively. 
Golden yellow represents the ground under sunshine and 
circle shape means our Earth. White waves signify the spirit 
of Everest of constant progress. This identity symbolizes 
Everest’s determination to care for environment and the 
Earth, and to be the leader of eco-enterprise.
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Product Brand ----- EVERTEK

EVERTEK stands for Everest’s unique product and 
innovative technology. “The Ultimate Innovator” means 
that Everest always dedicates itself to innovation and to 
becoming the benchmark of the industry by forward looking 
and advanced transformation.

We realize the brand spirit, “Ultimate service”, and deliver 
to all stakeholders that Everest means --- dare to take challenges, 
seek more than one solution, be optimistic, and keep learning 
something new all the time.

Green represents everlasting, red means passion and courage. 
The identity symbolizes Everest is a leading brand that pursues 
excellence and transcends to the top. 

In 2011, Everest created an apparel brand, EverSmile, and 
positioned the brand as “the Innovation-Sustainability apparel 
expert for the whole family.” The brand purpose are LOHAS 
fashion, affordable prices and social care. EverSmile clothing 
utilizes Everest high-tech and eco-friendly textile, enabling 
Taiwanese consumers to afford the same value as international 
brands at good prices.

Products compose four categories：
˙Sports      
˙Outdoor
˙City Casual
˙Accessories

All product collections were produced under the bluesign® 
standards. We use our own fabrics and emphasize 100% made 
in Taiwan to practice “a locally deep economy that creates 
shared value.” We facilitate development of local industry 
and increase job opportunities.

EverSmile donates 1% of sales revenue for supporting 
philanthropy and social services in Taiwan. It enables 
consumers to buy something and contribute to the public 
welfare at the same time.
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Far Eastern Group CEO & Chairman Mr. Douglas Hsu (left), Everest Chairman Mr. 
Jar-Yi Hsi(middle), and Everest President Mr. Roger Yeh (right) visited Tainan Factory.

3.4 Corporate Governance
The implementation of corporate governance mechanisms helps the business management to become 
institutionalized, systematic, and robust. Moreover, it assures the rights of all shareholders and stakeholders 
and enables our company’s steady growth to achieve the goals of sustainability. Therefore, the 
implementation of corporate governance can improve quality of management and enhance competitiveness. 
Such efforts contribute to trust and the required funding resources from shareholders and financial institutions 
and other investors. Meanwhile, corporate governance can balance the interests among shareholders, 
employees, suppliers, consumers and other stakeholders to achieve company’s value creation.

Everest fully complies with the regulations of authorities in three aspects, legal compliance, market forces 
and internal control to implement corporate governance. At Everest, there are 9 board directors and 
quarterly shareholders meeting to evaluate the operational performance. In order to establish the corporate 
culture of integrity management and sustainable development, we have followed Taiwan Stock Exchange’s 
Proposal to make “Everest Moral Code of Conduct” and “Everest Rules of Operation Integrity” of directors, 
supervisors and managers. In addition, Everest also established the compensation committee, in order to 
set and to review regularly directors’, supervisors’ and managers’ performance and policies, systems, 
standards and structure of compensation.

The information is fully transparent and available. We periodically disclose matters related to investors 
and shareholders on our company website, stock exchange market observation platform and company’s 
annual report. We offer open communicating channels for investors’ advice and feedback.

Operation of the board of directors, the managers’ compensation, measures of operation integrity, and 
implementation of the compensation committee, are fully disclosed in 2011 Everest Annual Report. 
Please refer to 2011 Annual Report.
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Title Name

Chairman

Supervisor

Supervisor

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Jar-Yi Hsi (Representative of Wei Yu Innovation Investment company)

Jin-Sen Du (Representative of Tung Fu Investment company)

Ren-Fa Chen (Representative of Jr Sheng Investment company)

Douglas Hsu (Representative of Yuan Ding Investment company)

Zheng-Long Hu (Representative of Yuan Ding Investment company)

Kao-Shan Wu (Representative of Yuan Ding Investment company)

Roger Yeh (Representative of Cheng Long Investment company)

Ying-Chi Zhuang (Representative of Cheng Long Investment company)

Hua-Sheng Lin (Representative of Fumi Transport company)

Shou-Jun Yeh (Representative of Ho Sheng Investment company)

Kun-Lin He (Representative of Fumi Transport company)

◎ Board of Directors

Everest’s corporate governance complies with the guidelines for listed companies regulated by TSEC 
(Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation) and GTSM-Taiwan (GreTai Securities Market). Everest’s board 
of directors consists of 9 directors and 2 supervisors with industrial and practical experiences. 

Moreover, Everest’s Board of Directors is subject to a complete set of charter and ethics guidelines, so 
that we ensure to prevent conflict of interests among the directors. President Yeh is on behalf of the 
management team to present the business performance to the board of directors, and presents progress 
and performance of Everest SunstainAbility Office, to keep the company aligned with the stakeholders 
and Everest’s goals of sustainability.

With respect to the company’s shareholding structure and shareholder rights, we have a spokesperson 
and a deputy spokesperson of Everest to respond shareholders’ suggestions and comments. We also 
encourage direct communication between the employees and managers, and provide employees open 
channels for communication and let them feel free to make suggestions regarding the business management.

　　　

　

　　 ◆ A list of the board members is as follows. (2012/06/08)
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Internal 
Consultant

Chief 
SustainAbility

Officer

External 
Consultant

Everest SustainAbility Office

General 
Director

Executive
Secretary

Executive 
Director 

Economic 
Affairs

Executive 
Director 

Environmental
Affairs

Executive 
Director 
Social 
Affairs

Chief Executive Officer

Shareholders Meeting

Board of Directors

Chairman

President

Presidential
Office

Human 
Resources 
Department

Supervisor

Auditing Department

Everest Textile Organizational Chart

Managerial 
Auditing Section

Business 
Planning Section

Sales & Production 
Management Section

IT Management 
Section

Engineering 
Management

C&D
Dept

Marketing
Dept

Sales
Dept

Management 
Dept

Woven
Fabric
Dept

Everest
Technology 

Research
Center

Production 
Management

Dept

Public
Works
Dept

Textured 
Yarn Dept

Dyeing & 
Finishing 

Dept
Garment 

Dept

◎ Everest Textile Organization& Structure of Everest SustainAbility Office

We operate the business by authorizing each production factory separately and we carry out business by 
different departments and levels. Each person in charge has to manage and supervise labor safety and 
healthy.

Everest’s SustainAbility Management integrated three sustainable aspects, economy, environment, and 
society. With an overall perspective and strategy concerning management, the Everest SustainAbility 
Office was founded in 2007, which is the highest authority in charge of the planning and formulation of 
sustainability policies and action plans.

We foster an inclusive environment for our employees based on accountability. Each employee has the 
responsibility and obligation to carry out Everest’s sustainability policies and take appropriate actions.

Economic, social and environmental task forces submit action plans covering annual key issues on 
sustainability, by coordinating with the managers and project leaders of the three factories worldwide 
(Taiwan, China, and Thailand). Progress reports are submitted regularly.
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Department Channel

Management Department

C&D Department
Everest Technology 
Research Center

Marketing Department
Sales Department

Dyeing & Finishing Department
Woven Fabric Department
Textured Yarn Department

Presidential Office
Engineering Management Section

Presidential Office
Business Planning Section

Human Resources Department

Finding more efficient resources-using processes via developing new 
usage of waste.

Analyzing customers’ preferences of sustainability products; mitigating 
the negative impacts on economy, society and environment through 
effective ways by sales, marketing and channels.

Providing effective information to managers for better policy decision 
on cost, price, product, process-designing, and capital investment.

Using “Precautions of pollutions” , “Close-looped production” , 
“Promoting efficiency of process and employees” , and “Improvement 
of products and services” to participate in sustainability actions.

Strengthening employees’ enthusiasm and engagement via recruiting 
and training to create a sustainability-supporting culture, rooted in 
Everest’s faith, value, mission, and vision, for encouraging employees 
to implement sustainability duty and obligation.

Purchas ing  mate r i a l s  wi th  low env i ronment  impac t  and  
sustainability-respecting and finding business opportunities with 
suppliers having social responsibility; Using recycled materials and 
trying to reduce package.

Establishing social and environmental performance indicators and 
management system besides financial performance indicators. 
Integrate and implement action plans and strategies of three factories. 

We define the mechanism of topic formation about sustainability as “full participation of entire organization.” 
Our purpose is to achieve economic, social, and environmental goals with efforts devoted by the entire 
organization.

As corporate raises its attention and sensitivity level about sustainability, it will influence every department. 
Department activities, no matter main activities or supportive activities, play an important role in the 
process of achieving sustainability and financial goals.

˙A list of sustainability-promoting channels by each department is as follows.
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Skin
Breathability
Waterproof

Water 
Repellent

Windproof

Outer Fabric

PU Membrane

Inner Layer Fabric

Main Products

Specific Polyester Textured Yarn

Super-Light Tech-Leather

Ever SkinDry

Micro Fiber Fabric

Quick Dry Spandex Fabric

Ever Air Pass Laminated Fabric

Blended Fabric

Staple Yarn Dyed

Ultra Light Lamination Fabric

Ever Light Rainwear (2.5-layer)

Elastic Covering Yarn

Ever Suede Fabric

Ever Intelligent Memory Fabric

Ever Soft Shell Fabric

Synthetic Yarn Dyed

Ever Extreme LightWeight Fabric

High Density Funtional Fabric

New Innovative Products

Ever 3-in-1 Soft Shell

Ever NANE

Ever Stretch Double Face & Light Weight Melange Fabric

◎ Products

Everest concentrates on manufacturing and development of functional fabrics that are briefly listed below.

˙Functionalities of the Fabrics

 According to the demands of brand customers, Everest offers the following key functionalities.

‧Quick dry

‧UV-cut

‧Windproof and waterproof

‧Stain-resistant

‧Comfortable stretch function

‧Water absorptive with water repellent (2-in-1)

‧Anti-static by nature

‧Anti-bacterial and deodorant

‧High visible

‧Far infrared radiation

‧Waterproof and breathable
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We provided best service.

Ratchaburi

Bangkok

Headquarter Production Factory Representative Office

◎ Global Network

Taiwan is the global logistic center of Everest, and Everest headquarter is based in Tainan. We have 
three production factories (located in Tainan of Taiwan, Shanghai of China and Ratchaburi of Thailand), 
and 10 representative offices in Taipei, Shanghai, Shishi City, Tokyo, Osaka, Hong Kong, Bangkok, 
New York, Dubai and Paris.

Through “integrate demands, provide global logistic, keep Taiwan as control center, and keep competitive 
cost”, Everest creates competitive advantages of the global network. We provide rapid service in the 
U.S., Europe, Asia, and expand business globally.
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1.Vertical Integration

　‧Yan twisting, texturizing, weaving,   
　　dyeing, paper printing, coating and 
　　laminating, and specific post-finishing 
　　process

2. Innovation Oriented 
　‧Disruptive innovation expert
　‧Quick response solutions to the market
　‧Close collaboration with other companies

3. Sustainable Development
　‧Gained Swiss bluesign® certificate
　‧The first textile company in Taiwan to 
　　gain SA 8000 CSR certificate
　‧Active engagement in corporate social 
　　responsibility, and to be a leader of 
　　eco-enterprise

少即是多
以最少資源創造最大生產力

◎ Market Analysis

Everest focuses on export business. Its main markets include Europe, North America, Japan, Korea, 
Hong Kong, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia. Everest is a major supplier of many international 
renowned brands.

˙Core Competence
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Item
Year 2009 2010 2011 2012

(1/1~6/30)

Sales Revenue

Gross Profit

Operating Income

Non-operating Income and Profit

Non-operating Expenses and Loss

Pretax Income

Net Income

Earnings Per Share(retrospectively adjust)

4,262,244

836,883

191,326

53,962

239,153

6,135

6,135

0.01

4,808,243

757,511

77,581

51,621

1,526,566

（1,397,364）

（1,415,319）

（3.24 ）*

6,350,453

920,482

212,530

92,331

83,012

221,849

204,169

0.47

3,202,372

566,006

176,440

538,372**

133,351

581,461**

581,461**

1.33**

Although we face the price fluctuations of raw materials and the tremendous pressure from rising energy 
costs in Taiwan, fortunately we have the accumulated experience from energy-saving efficiency within 
these five years in ESM to react to the cost issues. Furthermore, we launched the Reinvent Everest 
SustainAbility Models Projects based on the management concepts of sustainable 3R (Rethink, Rebuild, 
Reinvent). We develop products with better quality and to be in line with the idea of achieving sustainability 
by innovation and therefore it will not result in the additional burden of our brand customers and consumers.

In business marketing, we are focusing 50% on QCDSE (Quality, Cost, Delivery and Service, Equipment), 
35% on R&D capability of innovative solutions, and 15% on sustainable development actions, to shaping 
our value proposition for customers. In response to customers’ respective needs, we provide differentiated 
values to build excellent partnership with brand customers. 

◎ Financial Performance

In 2011, the textile industry experienced global changes such as the debt crisis in Europe and sluggish 
economic growth in US. The overall industry performance showed signs of deterioration. Everest upheld 
the continuous innovation and transformation to maintain the superiority. The following is an overview 
of our financial and business performance:

During 2011, Everest committed to 3R as the main effort for the restructuring and planning a number of 
“Reinvent Everest SustainAbility Model Projects”. After full efforts from the staffs and management 
team, the parent company’s revenue grew significantly by 32% in Taiwan in 2011. The significant 
improvement in cost was due to increased production volume and making the best use of energy-saving 
machines. Net income after tax turned around. The proportion of Everest owned funds also picked up 
from 46% to 52% which indicates a sound financial structure.

˙Financial Performance 2009-2012 (up to June 30, 2012)                　  　   Unit: NTD in Thousand

*Annotate 1：In 2010, after-tax loss was the result of a fire at the R&D building and automated storagic house which  
　　　　　occurred on March 4, 2010. According to Article 60 of the Business Accounting Act, loss by fire was recognized then.

**Annotate 2：The insurance payout 450 million is listed as claim income in 2012 after the accounting figures confirmed.
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Finished Fabric 71%

Textured Yarn 24%

Other 5%

Filament 58%

Textured Yarn 38%

Twisted Yarn 4%

Year 2009 2010 2011

Total Expense (NTD in Thousand) 179,548 166,510 158,242

The Proportion of Total Revenue 4.2% 3.5% 2.5%

˙ 2011 The business proportion figure of main product

˙2011 The proportion figure of using raw material

˙The expense of innovative R & D and the proportion of total revenue
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◎ Everest’s Two Monumental Certificates in Textile Industry

Everest’s three factories and all textiles productions produced by the three factories are bluesign® 
approved and met the five strict principles of the bluesign® standard. Besides, Everest has been the first 
textile company in Asia to receive the bluesign® certificate of coating and lamination products.

On the principle of being human-oriented, Everest has become the first textile company in Taiwan to obtain 
SA8000 certificate (Social Accountability 8000 International Standard). This demonstrates our commitment 
to protect human rights of workers. 

˙Everest and bluesign® Standard Approval

The bluesign® standard is a renowned environmental certification in the world to offer an independent 
certification mechanism for textile supply chain vendors. With the comprehensive management of 
environment, health and safety for textile industry, the bluesign® standard system has inspired some 
leading chemical companies such as Huntsman Textile Effects and Clariant International Ltd to support 
it. It has also encouraged many branded clothing providers to adopt the bluesign® standard.

In 2007, Everest officially received the bluesign® award for system partnership to demonstrate that Everest 
has great potential for competitiveness in the industry and its ability to implement energy saving and 
emission reduction programs efficiently. It’s also Everest’s commitment to protect Consumer Health.

　

Five Principles of bluesign® Standard
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9

43 5

1 78

2 6

Freedom of Association
and Right to

Collective Bargaining

No Discrimination

No Disciplinary
Practices

Working Hours
Compensation

Ban on Child Labor

Ban on Forced Labor

Heath and Safety

Management System

‧Five Principles of bluesign® Standard

1. Resource productivity：Use minimum energy and resources and causing the least possible environment 
　impact to produce textiles and products of the highest quality and added value, and to achieve 
　economic and ecological goals.
2. Consumer safety：Mandatory require high-quality textile products that does not cause health risks. It 
　also assures the textile is produced based on sustainable principles and being responsible for human 
　being and the environment.
3. Air emissions：Comply with strictly regulated air emission limits along the entire production chain. 
　Use low emission components and optimize energy use to reduce the CO2 levels and initiate active 
　climate protection.
4. Water emission：Water emission control aims to release purified water back into the natural cycle, 
　causing the least possible pollution to rivers and seas through using ecologically harmless components 
　and by optimizing production and waste water treatment processes.
5. Occupational health and safety：Comply with strict guidelines to protect the health and safety of employees 
　in the textile industry. Weak points occurring locally must be detected based on the risk potential of 
　the deployed chemicals. Following occupational safety measures is mandatory.

˙Everest and SA8000 (Social Accountability 8000) Certificate

SA8000 is currently the most credible CSR certification in the world. It was established by Social 
Accountability International, SAI, according to the International Labor Organization conventions, the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. 
Everest has become the first textile company in Taiwan to obtain SA8000 CSR certificate.

Everest has been committed to implementing SA8000 standard to ensure all products provided by producers 
and suppliers meet social responsibility requirements.

‧SA8000 Standard Criteria
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Customer
Requirement

1

Employees
Protection

Strengthening Enterprise 
Competitiveness

2

Corporate Social 
Responsibility 

3

Enterprise Sustainable 
Development 

Employee

Health
and

Safety
Environmental

Aspect

Economic
Aspect

Promotion

Management
System

Social
Aspect

Everest CSR Policy

Everest is the rare vertically integrated textile 
manufacturing including draw textured yarn, 
staple and filament fabric in Taiwan. Our mission 
is to contribute  to society  and to make the world 
better with “Innovation” and “Sustainability”.

We put “cradle to cradle” as the core concept. 
Everest develops eco-friendly textile for reducing 
impacts on human beings and environment.We 
respect human rights, create a sustainable and 
healthy social environment.

‧Everest CSR Policy

One of the important criteria of SA8000 is the practice of corporate social responsibility. Everest CSR 
policy is illustrated as below.

‧Effectiveness of Implementing SA8000
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 Mainly refer to 
‧Supply situation of the producing countries
‧Global commodity information website
‧China’s chemical fiber economic information

Continued on a regular basis to collect the 
market information of commodity price

Adjust the direction of overall 
procurement strategy on a 
regular basis to avoid loss 
from the decline in value, and 
timely adjust to the purchase 
volume.

Internal production and sales 
review meetings to control 
inventory of raw materials

Continued search for alternative 
suppliers, and in cooperation 
with the scene to other plant’s 
materials.

Ready to replace the source 
of manufacturers to avoid 
the risk from single supply

‧Decentralized the banks, to 
　avoid the amount of bank 
　lines are too concentrated, 
　and maintain open contact 
　with the bank at any time.
‧Increase the balance of loan 
　limit to prepare the needs 
　from time to time.

Banking Funding

‧Make assessment of funding conditions 
　and interest rate, and choose the means 
　of financing carefully.
‧Through the hedging of foreign 
　exchange in order to spread the risk 
　of exchange rate fluctuation.
‧Maintain a high long-term capital 
　ratio in order to enhance the stability 
　of capital structure.

‧Shorten the recovery period 
　of account receivable.
‧Reduce the inventory holding 
　period from production 　
　sector.

Business

3.5 Risk Management
Our business is mainly for export. Everest’s risk management focuses on six targets, including price 
fluctuation of raw materials, financial risks, credit management, climate change risks, information security, 
environmental and occupational safety risks. We define the risks and develop hedge countermeasures.

◎ Price Fluctuation of Raw Materials

The dramatic change caused by global climate change results in sharp fluctuation in raw materials and 
energy prices in recent years. Economic downturn caused by the debt crisis in Europe evolved into 
almost temporary recession to the global economy, and resulted in direct pressure on business operation.

In the second quarter of 2011, commodity prices began to slide, in order to avoid the risk of loss from 
falling price of raw materials and to maintain a stable supply, we take countermeasures as following:

◎ Financial Risks

Financial aspect may encounter risk including the adequacy credit line from commercial bank, the 
fluctuation of interest rate and foreign exchange rate, the control of cash flow, etc. Against these potential 
risks, we take the following countermeasures：
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‧The flood caused by short-time downpour could 
　harm the plant equipment and operating personnel.
‧Prolonged rain-storm could cause the delay of transport 
　of goods, and result in increased operating costs.
‧Global temperature increase could cause increasing
　operating cost (e.g .：electricity, water, etc.)
‧Climate change could cause infectious diseases
　and affect employees’ health.
‧Abnormal climate could cause raw material 
　shortage and increase the procurement costs.

‧The Statute for Renewable Energy Development 
　will increase electricity cost.
‧Energy Policy and Conservation Act will increase
　improvement  and  main tenance  cos t s  o f  
　equipments.
‧Greenhouse Gas Reduction Act will limit the 
　allowance of emission of Textile industry and 
　increase the cost of carbon emission control and
　carbon trade.
‧Penalty caused the violation of the regulations.

Real Risk Caused by Climate Change Regulatory Risk Caused by Climate Change

◎ Credit Management

For the protection of company’s assets, and to reduce credit risk, we have formulated “Credit Management 
Approach”, according to credit rating to conduct management, and ensure the safety of credit 
transactions to prevent bad debt occurrence.

We also apply information system to control the management of credit risk：the system will 
automatically inspect customers’ credit level when shipped. And when faced with abnormal situations, 
that is, start the corresponding abnormal management measures, and prompt the executives to decision-making 
stage, in order to actually manage abnormal credit conditions and customers’ abnormal status.

◎ Climate Change Risks

Global climate changes are caused by extreme weather conditions. In the short term, it does not bring 
immediate risk. However, we need take the risk of climate change into serious consideration. This will 
help the organization and asset allocation, investment strategy, supply chain selection, and talent recruitment 
to take appropriate prevention in the future, so that employees can become experienced, and decrease the 
impact to the lowest level.

◎ Information Security

We offer the products and services to global leading brand customers, and we emphasize considerable 
importance on the safety and security of customer information. In this regard, we take strict control 
measures for confidentiality and integrity of information are as follows：

˙File preservation：set up a dedicated team that conducts regular computer system, application software 
　and data file backup. Storage and back up files are also located in differential places to enhance 
　record-keeping security.

˙Data security：On internal protection, we establish virus protection mechanism for PC computers, 
　regularly update on the new system software to respond to system vulnerabilities, improve the defense 
　capability of the computer itself. On external protection, we build firewall/intrusion detection 
　equipment and the information security gateway, and we strictly monitor abnormal network 
　behavior to eliminate the risk of data leakage from hackers.

˙Fast recovery：We conduct periodic system recovery drills for differential machines in different 
　places. The drills enhance the level of system stability and ensure the normal operation of the company.
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2011~2013 2014~2016 2017~2020

Phase 1 Vision
Workplace Safety

Phase 2 Vision
Risk Management

Phase 3 Vision
Healthy Workplace

◎ Environment and Occupational Safety Risks

Everest (Taiwan Factory) has established the Occupational Health and Safety Management System, 
OHSAS 18001. It was audited and approved by DNV (Det Norske Veritas) since 2001.

So far Everest has always conformed to relevant standards of the occupational health and safety 
management system, by national laws and regulations, and by requirements of related stakeholders. 
Everest implements the hazard identification and risk assessment by each production processes and content. 
Through the “Plan-Do-Check-Act” (PDCA) management we enhance our constant management ability 
and performance on the health and safety matters.

In order to ensure the risk could be controlled effectively and immediately, we also established “Everest 
Committee of Labor Safety and Health” to be in charge of the affairs. The Committee integrates and 
manages the progressiveness by regular checking and auditing. Here is the brief introduction of the 
Committee:

˙The Committee of Labor Safety and Health have 12 committee members. Four of them are from our 
　labor union. One third representatives from the union are regulated by the national “Labor Safety and 
　Health Law”.

˙The Committee holds a meeting every quarter.

˙One key mission of Committee is to propose, to consider and to negotiate in regarding of the policies 
　of labor safety and health.

˙The most potential risks of health and safety should be taken into consideration, including: the risk of 
　rotating machinery and equipments, the risk of noise hazards in workplace, the risk of employees and 
　contractors’ safety during construction, the risk of chemical storage and usage safety, and natural 
　disasters risk (such as fire, typhoons, floods, earthquakes, etc.).

To uphold the vision of “Healthy and Happy Workplace of Body, Mind and Spirit”, Everest plans three 
phases as following:

Visions of “Healthy and Happy Workplace of Body, Mind and Spirit”
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Plan

DoCheck

Action

Contract
job security

Prevention
of traffic
accident

Prevention
of fire

accident

Medical
and health
servicesAuditing the

 result and
 penalty

Disaster
response
system

Prevention
of

chemical
disaster

Prevention
of

machine 
accident

Educating
and training

on safety

Manufacturing safety

Zero accident

Zero disaster

Chemicals disaster preventionConstructions safety

Reduce disaster

Safety awareness

Self-management

Healthy labor

Workplace safetyWorkplace safety

In order to carry out the “Workplace Safety” of Phase 1 vision as soon as possible, Everest prioritizes 
and implements 9 critical items of Occupational Health and Safety through the PDCA management in 
the following diagram.

－Vision and Achivement of Everest Occupational Health and Safety in phase 1－
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Purpose Achievements

‧Enhance disaster management
　ability.
‧Disasters prevention
‧Prevent personal injury and
　financial damage.

Organized jointly actions with local Shan-shang District 
Fire Station：
‧The self-defense firefighting training
‧Earthquake disaster prevention drills
‧Toxic chemical substances disaster drills without warning

Enhance the relevant personnel safety
and health cognition and ability.

‧Organized 26 items safety and health training courses, 
　and there were 557 people participated in this training.
‧Factory work injury occurred number has been reduced
　55% by year (2008 to 2011).

‧Annual contract constructions executed in the plant: 
　678 cases
‧Construction contractors injuries：0 case

We completed and improved 198 cases in total, and identified 
cases respectively as the following hazards types：

Inspection of dangerous machinery 
and equipment in accordance with 
the statutory annual inspections.

‧Statutory dangerous machinery and equipment were 
　245 units.Regular checking: 245 units were all qualified

Fall down：7 casesRoll：93 cases

Sense of electrocuted：17 casesFire：20 cases

Flying objects：3 casesCar accident: 23 cases

Objects collapse：5 cases

Contacted with harmful substances：17 cases

Accident due to high temperature and low temperature：5 cases

In 2011, Everest was successfully verified by the external 
validation procedures, and continued to hold the two 
certificates.

 Annual health checks: 612 persons
‧General health items checks: 33 persons
‧Specific health items checks: 579 persons

Effective control on safety of contract 
jobs and construction in the factory. 
We keep providing ongoing training 
and education for them and to enhance 
their cognitive abilities on industrial 
safety, ensure safety and security 
under construction.

The company continued to carry out 
production machines and facilities 
improvements to eliminate potential 
hazards and to provide employees 
better safe and healthy operation 
environment.

C a r r y  o n  t h e  p r o m o t i o n  a n d  
improvement of environmental 
management system (ISO 14001) 
and occupational safety and health 
management system (OHSAS18001).

Caring for health status of the employees 
in accordance with the Standard Act, 
to carry out health examination for 
the employees.

˙Health and Safety Achievements in Everest’s Taiwan Factory in 2011
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Vocational Education Medical Emergency Drill

Disaster Prevention Drill 1

Traffic Safety Education Training 1 Traffic Safety Education Training 2

Disaster Prevention Drill 2
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High School 27.7%

Master
4.7%

University/College
31.3%

Phd
0.2%Below High School

36%

Female 23%
Male 77%

Female 49%Male 51%

294Total

Factory Category

Section Chief

Deputy Section Manager

Section Manager

Manager

Director

Assistant Manager

38

139

54

20

13

30

Numbers

Taipei

Tainan

China

Thailand

37

31

32

7.8

4.7

4.5

5.633.3

Factory/Location

Taipei
Tainan

Thailand

Average Age(Years)

China

Average
Age

Average of
Service Years

Factory/Location Category

Supervisor

Staff Member

19 21%

71 79%

- 0

23%

8%

90 100%

192 11%

99

37

302

438

440 25%

64%

40 6%

165

511

716

1,136

1,768

1,858

100%

69%

100%

23%

71%

100%

Technician

Subtotal

Supervisor

Staff Member

Technician

Subtotal

Taiwan in Total

Supervisor

Staff Member

Technician

Sub-total

Supervisor

Staff Member

Technician

Subtotal

Total 3,012

Numbers Ratio

Taipei Office

Tainan Factory

China Factory

Thailand Factory

˙Employee’s Educational Background

˙Supervisor Gender Ratio

˙Employee Gender Ratio

˙Average Age and Service Years

˙Distribution of Manager Jobs˙Number and Ratio of Employees by Factory
   and Job Distribution　

3.6 Human Resources

◎ Staff Overview
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Thailand
12%

Taiwan
78%

Philippines
10%

Taiwan
2%

China
98%

Thailand
92%

Taiwan
4%

China
1%

Cambodia
3%

 Working
Environment

16%

Interpersonal
Relationship

5% Future
Development

17%

Family Factors
19%

Others
32%

Job Description
11%

◎ Review of Employee Resignation

Taiwan Factory China Factory Thailand Factory

Taiwan

Taiwan China Thailand Philippines Cambodia Subtotal

China

Thailand

Total

1,448 0 221 189 0 1,858

0

189

404

625

5

11 705 0 0

0

716

43811

11 3,012710

18

1,477

Factory Location
Nationality

Interpersonal
Relationship

Future
Development

Family Factors Relocation , taking care of family

Absence from work, poor performance

Job
Description

Working
Environment 

Others

Unable to adapt the work style of 
leadership,  Not get along with 
colleague(s),  Incompatibility with 
the supervisor’s ideals

Personal career planning, education, 
change a job , start own business, 
succeed family business

Job content does not meet his or her 
expectation, Lack of interest in work, 
work pressure

Unable to adapt to the working 
environment or conditions, Inconvenient 
transportation, the company system

◎ Diversity of Employees

We equally treat and respect all employees regardless of their gender. Everyone has the opportunity of 
promotion through a fair system. The diversified employment channels enable us to recruit international 
talents for developing global market. Every employee, regardless of race, complexion, nationality, age 
and gender, can contribute his or her expertise and become a valuable member of Everest.
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4.0 Reinvent Everest SustainAbility Model
4.1 Everest SustainAbility Model, ESM

◎ Everest SustainAbility Model： The Everest “Sunny-Side” Egg Model

Everest thinks that the concept of sustainability is like a sunny-side egg. The Economy, Society and 
Environment aspects are three concentric circles that are in hierarchy of nested relationships.

◎ Everest Strategies of Innovation-Sustainability

For the earth to recover to a healthy situation, it will not be enough if we only make adjustments to fix the 
surface problems and reduce the negative impacts. We should act further to investigate deeply into the root 
problem of an issue and amend from the source.

As E. F. Schumacher mentioned “an ounce of practice is generally worth more than a ton of theory.” 
An enterprise with the core value of sustainable development will have more advantages than those companies 
that are not progressing. As an eco-friendly forerunner, Everest upholds the principle of Innovation-Sustainability, 
and could provide customers innovative solutions based on products. Hence, we can specify the new model of 
our business, and make our business operation a more simplified, greener, and bluer thinking.

˙Economy：Organic Growth Value 
　  of Enterprise 

˙Society：Create Shared Value with 
　  all stakeholders

˙Environment：Realize a harmonious 
     development between human and nature  
     to achieve prosperity of all living things.

Society

Economy

Environment

Society

Economy

Environment

◆ Economic Innovation-Sustainability：Conquering the Complexity, “Focus on strengthening core 
                                                                  market, and ensuring profits.”

◆ Social Innovation-Sustainability：Create Shared-Value with Stakeholders

◆ Environmental Innovation-Sustainability：Resolve the environmental issues, and create green 
                                                                            business opportunities 
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4.2 ESM Development Strategy in 3 Phases：
　　　　　　　　　　　　Short-term, Mid-term, and Long-term

2007.4.1 2008 2009 2010 2012 2015 2020~+

Step 1 
Go After the Low Hanging Fruit

Step 2 
Application of Technology

Step 3 
Transformation of Model

Introduced Global Consultants Construct ETEIP New Business Model guided by Eco-design

Sustainable Level of Eco-D
esign

ETEIP
Taiwan

EEIP
Shanghai

EEIP
Taiwan

EEIP
Bangkok

˙BCSD-Taiwan
ḃluesign® technology ag

˙Cleaner Production Consultants
˙Environmental Design Consultants
˙Sustainability Consultants
˙Environmental Accounting 　　
　Consultants
˙Green Building Consultants
˙Exchange learning with Ecological 
     Experts and Environmental NGOs

˙Greenhouse Gases Checking and 
     Certificate
˙Bio-Diversity Day on May 22, 2008 
     (One person, one tree. Let’s plant trees!)
˙Green Building Renovation / 
     Technology Approach (Switch off  
     Air Conditioner in three factories)

3̇ in 1 Eco Enterprise 
     (Life/Production/Ecology)
˙Global Three Zero-Waste Factories
˙Benchmarking of Global Eco 
     Textile Labels
˙LEED Green Building USA
˙Green Factory
 ‧Diamond Level Green Building
 ‧Cleaner Production
˙Sight-seeing Factory
˙Green Benchmarking

Everest  Textile SustainAbility Report

Constant Energy-Saving Projects 
in three factories Everest as the case model recommended by Government

First Textile Enterprise in Taiwan approved by SA 8000, 
the leading CSR benchmark

Everest Natural Agriculture Educational Farm
˙Eco-design (Waste Equals Food)

S ta r t
ESM

Economy
Environment

Society

7R Discipline

Cradle to Cradle (Waste equals Food) Respect Human Rights/
Happiness Enterprise

Eco Design/Blue Process/GreenProduct
Ecology

Fairness/ Justice/ Caring

Eco-Enterprise with Integrity, 
Innovation, and Environmental 
Thinking

Recycle

RecoverRethink

Redesign
Reduce Reuse Repair
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4.3 Core Values and Practice of the ESM

For more information about action plans and performance of ESM, please refer to 2010 Everest Textile SustainAbility 
Report.

Here we are listing and sharing our stakeholders the core values and practice of ESM. The implementations 
are as following：

Everest SustainAbility 
Model (ESM)
◆Guiding principles：
  1.Triple-Bottom-Line
  2.Innovation-
     Sustainability
  3.Co-creating 
     Shared-Value

Economic Sustainability I： 
Resource productivity

˙High performance Eco 
　facilities
˙Cleaner Production
˙Reduced costs of production 
　and waste 
˙Conquering the Complexity

Economic Sustainability II：
Innovation-Sustainability 
solutions based on products 

˙High performance Sustainable 
　products to suit specific needs
˙Variety of medium-technology 
　sustainability attributes to 
　suit customer preferences
˙Unique mechanism on LCA 
　of products 

Social Sustainability：
Creating Shared-Value

˙Long term staff with 　
　motivated and productivity
˙Care about minority
˙Strengthen cluster of local 
　industries 
˙Re-defined productivity of 
　value chain 

˙High standard of   
    bluesign® certificates
˙Green Factory
˙NIKE MRI
˙Sustainable Apparel 
     Coalition Index
˙Green Building   
     Material Label 
     (Eco Brick)

˙Product Certifications
˙RESET Life Cycle 
    Assessment Project 
˙Taiwan Green 
     Benchmarking Award
˙Tainan City 
    Low-carbon Green 
    Enterprise Award

˙SA8000 Certificate
˙Sight-seeing Factory 
    Certification
　(in progress)
˙MIT Certification 
˙Participation of 
    Social Enterprise   
    Education Foundation

˙Enhance energy efficiency
    ‧Identify and execute effective and 
       energy efficiency projects
    ‧Switch off air-conditioning in three 
       factories 
˙Water efficiency
˙Waste reduction
˙Green IT (virtual server)
˙Effluent management
˙Reuse resource：Cinder brick
˙Conquering the Complexity
   ‧Simplified processes & smooth production
   ‧Material simplicity and unit purchases 
   ‧Modular design and principle of rapid 
       production 

˙High-Tech sustainable products 
˙Medium-technology and products
   ‧Low cost products (local materials 
       and production)
˙Eco-friendly Material 
   ‧Bio-based PU membrane
   ‧Bio-based yarn
˙Recycled materials
˙Solvent-free
   ‧Water-based foam
˙Low carbon products

˙Benefit “Bottom-of-Pyramid” workers 
　and customers：
  ‧High quality and affordable Innovation 
　   -Sustainable products 
  ‧Establish apparel brand - EverSmile
˙Care for employees 
˙Active member of local community
˙Partnership cooperation with NGO, 
    ESM volunteer team, and local and 
    national government 

Certifications and 
Communications

Level 1
Core Philosophy

Level 2
Areas of Focus

Level 3
Projects & Activities

Environmental 
Sustainability

˙Diamond Level 
    Green Building
˙Eco and Energy 
    Saving Factory 
    (Cleaner Production)
˙Eco Community 
    Certificate 
˙CSR reporting

˙Green Factory 
˙Establish Natural Education Farm and 
     Promotion of  Natural Farming
˙Participate in  eco-protection activities 
˙CSR Report 
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4.4 ESM Practice

◎ Resource Productivity

To enhance resource productivity, Everest adopts highly environment-friendly design to reduce production 
cost and waste, and to rapidly develop innovative products and ideas based on the “Cradle-to-Cradle” concept. 
The concept takes the ecological cycle of consumer products into account. It starts from using eco-friendly 
raw material at the designing stage, eliminating waste in the process of mass production, and reducing the 
environmental impact on the end users side.

˙Rebuild Eenergy-saving Equipment at Three Factories

For more information about “Rebuild Energy-saving Equipment at Three Factories”,  please refer to 2010 Everest 
Textile SustainAbility Report.

Action Plan Activities Description

Power 
Saving

Use frequency converter

Virtualization of  servers

Check water balance

Rationalize the water 
consumption in  production

Energy-saving 
air compressors

Ultrasonic sensors monitoring

Enhance effectiveness of boiler

Heat retention on facilities

Manage the effectiveness of
heat at all factories

Water 
Saving

Air Energy  
Saving

Heat 
Recycling

The recycling motors of oven and exhausted fan on setting 
Machines are changed into frequency converter.

Replaced by outdoor economical air ventilation

Comprehensive leak monitoring to reduce energy consumption

Add a coal-saving device on boiler to increase the temperature of 
water for dyeing.

Increase temperature of water and save energy

Reduce heat leakage

Enhance the effectiveness of heat recycling

Use virtual servers to replace real servers for saving energy. 
The number of real server is reduced from 20 to 2

Check the flow of water in and out at every factory. Identify 
the leakage or wastage points.

˙Enhance effectiveness of water consumption in weaving  
    process. Reduce daily water consumption for weaving by
    10% and increase the output yardage of fabric from every 
    ton of water consumption.
˙Water-saving dyeing machine
˙Reuse of recycled water from production

Improve the compressed air piping systems at dyeing factories 
to reduce the air pressure setting.

Improvements on air compressors：
˙Improve quality and temperature of incoming air in the chamber
˙Examine effectiveness of air compressors
˙Heat recycling by heat pump
˙Turn off the freezer and dehumidifier
˙Use smaller air compressors to save energy

Switch off  the air-conditioning 
in the computer facilities room

Reuse the output water 
underneath the boiler

Switch off Air Conditioner We switched off the air-conditioning in our three factories, 
including the production manufacturing.
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˙Energy Usage and Emission

In 2011, Everest joined the “Industrial Greenhouse Gas Reduction” project launched by Industrial 
Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic Affairs. From 2011 to 2015, we expect through government 
guidance and industry information exchange to reduce at least 2% CO2e emissions per year, about 3,992 ton 
CO2e in total.

‧2011 Greenhouse Gas Emissions　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　          (Unit：t CO2e)

‧2011 Energy Usage Analysis (Summary)

‧2011 Water Resource Management　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(Unit：1000m3)

Item Unit 2008 2009 2010 2011
1000 degree

kg

ton

ton

Electricity

Coal

Gasoline

Diesel oil

Fuel oil (heavy oil)
Water-coal-slurry 
(only used in China factory)
Firewood (only used in Thailand factory)

190,925 186,787 197,167 201,158

601,240 603,699 719,760664,640

33,042

24

81

8,859 1,355 438

5,304 6,600

1,244

6,415

2,9722,820

206

N/A

125.99 142.96 150.5

386

34 40 63

46,351 54,603 52,581

1000 liter

1000 liter

1000 liter

1000 liter

Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 
for kitchen and dormitory

Tap Water

Ground Water
Others 
(Recycled wastewater from weaving)

Subtotal

163,336

2,326,829 2,732,769

163,981

2,535,196 2,202,396

168,756 166,682

322,233 305,412

3,026,185 2,674,490

280,771 274,684

2,770,936 3,171,434

Category
Year 2008 2009 2010 2011

Factory Location Year

 Taipei Office

Taiwan

China

Thailand

2010 0

02011

2010 121,024

102

100,798 221,822

101,385 190,875

13,637 38,914

12,023

10,346

35,768

45,781

9,672 43,332

111 111

102

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

89,490

25,277

23,745

35,435

33,659

Direct Emission Scope 1 Indirect Emission Scope 2 Total
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‧Annual “water-to-cloth ratio” (the tons of water required for producing one ton of fabric, abbreviated 
　as T/T)  (unit: ton)

‧2011 Water Resource Analysis 

*Annotation： In April 2010, Everest China factory obeyed the “Shanghai City Wastewater Management Regulation” 
　　　　　  and “Civil Drainage Management Standard”. The waste water produced in Everest China Factory was 
　　　　　  completely treated inside the Everest and then discharged to the deep sea directly.  Right now due to the 
　　　　　  new law, the wastewater should be treated through initial treatment in Everest China factory, and then 
　　　　　  discharged into the municipal wastewater treatment center. Therefore, the value of COD increased form 
　　　　　  100mg/l to 500mg/l, and the cost of drainage increased from 0.45 RMB dollar/per ton to 1.6 RMB dollar/per ton.

**Annotation：Everest Thailand factory not only complies with the Thailand COD standard (below 400 mg/L), but  
　　　　　　also reduces the COD below 200 in 2012 to meet NIKE’s request.

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

258

186

121

123

120

97

Year Taiwan T/T
258

186

121 123 120 97

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

T/T

Targeted 
Water-to-cloth 

Ratio：
50T/T

Annual Water-to-Cloth Ratio (Taiwan Factory)

Factory / Year

Discharged / Recycled

2008

2009

2010

2011

2008

2009

2010

2011

2008

2009

2010

2011

2,408,250

2,446,060

2,515,751

2,112,309

769,071

782,816

764,694

621,035

484,416

413,825

467,695

322,036

280,771

274,684

322,233

305,050

516,394

305,566

367,451

362,014

268,108

269,369

280,336

182,162

113

103

102

101

82

78

386

230

290

299

208

197 **

Discharged 
Water 
(ton)

Recycled 
Water 
(ton)

Average COD 
Concentration

(mg/L)

COD 
Concentration 

Standard
(mg/L)

Taiwan

China

Thailand

Below 160

Below 100

Below 500*

Below 400
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‧A Complete Process of Wastewater Treatment 

Annotation：

1.Chemical oxygen demand (COD)：It reflects the degree of water pollution from redox substances. It is 
   regarded as one of the comprehensive indicators for measuring relative content of organic substance.        
   Higher COD value means more serious pollution.
2.Concerning introduction and practice of Everest Waste Water Treatment please refer to 2010 Everest 
   Textile SustainAblility Report.

The task of wastewater treatment at Everest Taiwan is handled by professional staffs. They process 
wastewater according to various characteristics of wastewater with different methods. Everest mainly 
uses “the activated sludge treatment” and supplements it with “the chemical coagulation method” to treat 
the wastewater with higher COD value. For wastewater detected with COD value less than 1000, it is 
firstly treated by bio-treatment and then processed by chemical treatment. We analyze the value to 
ensure the compliance of official wastewater regulation and wastewater emission standard. Then we 
discharge it into receiving water.

Everest Wastewater Treatment Process

Mixed 
wastewater

ph=7.5~9

ph=7.5~9

ph=6.8~7.0

ph=6.8~7.0

ph=6.2~6.5

ph=6.2~6.5

Desizing
wastewater

PVA paste
wastewater

Weaving
wastewater

二期

Sedimenation
tank

Sedimenation
tank

Sedimenation
tank

Sedimenation
tank

First 
equalization 

tank

Second
equalization 

tank

Fourth dyeing
equalization 

tank

Wwaving
equalization 

tank

Biological sludge
treatment tank (A/B)

Flotation tank

Acidification tank

Biological sludge
treatment tank

Deep tank aeration

Anaerbic tank

Coagulation
tank

Biological sludge
treatment tank

Sand filter tank Recycle to raw water cell

Coagulation
tank

Flotation tank
(5/6)

Flotation tank
3

Em
ission tank
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◎ Environmental Accounting

In order to control the costs of operation and environmental impact, Everest has set four key performance 
indicators (KPI): water resources, coal, electricity usage and waste output. We monitor them weekly to 
enhance resource productivity and performance of sustaining environment.

Besides, since 2010, Everest has established a dedicated team to safe guard the environment, to implement 
environmental accounting principles and fully disclose environmental protection information. We classify 
the environmental activities into seven main categories. We add new specified codes for capital investment 
and overhead expenses; the cost for pollution prevention, cost of global environmental impact and reusing 
resources will be reflected in our operation cost. The average monthly environmental cost was NTD 3.09 million 
in 2010 and NTD 2.55 million in 2011.

˙The Fine of Environmental Protection (Unit: NTD)

*Annotation 1: Everest was fined twice of air pollution because of the fire accident caused by the earthquake in 2010.
**Annotation 2: There is no large environmental fine (less than NTD 50,000)

Item Amount Item Amount
Violating the toxic chemical management 
regulation
Violating the air pollution protection regulation 
(Everest Sustainable Innovation Building)*
Violating the air pollution protection regulation 
(Everest Logistic Warehouse) *

66,000

100,000

Breach of Construction Law No. 56 
(Everest Logistic Warehouse)

Violating the waste disposal regulation

10,800

12,000

22,800

100,000

266,000Total Total

2010 2011**

Environmental Accounting

Description

R & D

Environment
Management

Social 
Activities

Environmental 
Failure Soil remediation cost and environmental insurance fee

Including pollution fees and waste disposal fees

2010 
(Unit: NTD in Thousand)

Subtotal

Total 2,830.0 2,551.4

2011
(Unit: NTD in Thousand)

Seven 
Environmental 

Costs

1,600.6

108.8

3.0

3.0

0

191.0

545.4

Overhead

Environmental 
Operation

Costs for prevention (ex., improving DMF processing 
equipment for air pollution control), costs for preventing 
global environmental impacts, costs for reusing resources.

Green procurement, Costs for recycled products and 
recycled packing, Cost for eco-friendly packing material.

Costs for the development of eco-friendly products and the 
reduction of environmental impact during production and selling

Environmental education training fees, certification fees, 
costs for improving working environment, Environmental 
monitoring expenses (ex., periodical environment inspection 
fee, costs for purchasing monitoring devices, devices 
maintenance and calibration fees)

Costs for protecting natural environment (ex., costs for 
establishing green park and ecological park, the full 
factory greening and beautifying), costs for supporting 
environmental group and local environmental activities

Upstream & 
Downstream 
Relevance

238.9

0

0

122.8

0

0

16.0

Capital 
Investment 

Expense

377.7
(13.3%)

2,451.8
(86.6%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

27.0

Capital 
Investment 

Expense

27.0
(1%)

1,477.0

289.3

0

27.1

0

245.4

487.4

Overhead

2,526.2
(99%)

Environmental 
Taxes and Fees
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◎ Utilization of Waste Resources

Everest’s production process needs a lot of steam. In response to the burden of high oil prices in recent 
era, Everest changed boiler from oil boiler to coal boiler. We actively studied and researched the way to 
recycle and reuse the waste cinders from coal boiler. We fulfill the environment-friendly concept of 
“Cradle to Cradle” to make the cinders into eco-bricks.

˙Applied Technique of Cleaning Coal System：

Everest adopts The Cleaning Coal Boiler Systems and constructs the water film dust-desulfurization 
equipment. The alkaline wastewater from dyeing and finishing plants becomes the input for the equipment. 
This turns the emissions of sulfur dioxide into sulfuric acid, which is used to neutralize the alkaline 
wastewater. This saves the cost of purchasing acid for wastewater treatment. It is an example of the best 
practice：waste equals food principle. Everest upholds environment-friendly principles to make the air 
emission cleaner and does not create any burden to the surrounding environment.

˙Production of National Standard A-Class Eco-brick：    

The coal boiler generates 10 tons of cinders per day. The cinders are non-toxic, harmless and suitable to use to 
produce cement products, so we use the special and precise high pressure forming process to make the cinders 
into eco-bricks. We also received the green building material certificate Class A issued by Ministry of the Interior, 
R.O.C. (Taiwan). To turn waste into gold, we use water permeable turf eco-bricks to replace the asphalt surface 
internally and sell the bricks on the market. This practice achieved the sustainability concept among economy, 
environmental protection and social responsibility.

‧Sales Revenue of Eco-brick
    (Unit：Ten Thousand NTD)

Green Building Material Certificate

Year Internal 
Usage Sold Out Total 

Amount

2010 672 107 779

2011 398 334 732
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‧Production Flow Chart of Eco-brick

Cradle to Cradle

Eco-bricks: The Recycled Green Building Material  Treated and Biodegradable Sludge

Mixed and Burned in the Incinerator

Treated Semi-dried SludgeCoal fuel (Mixed Treated Semi-dried Sludge )

Coal-fired Boiler

Cinder Zero Waste

Brick Machine

Finished Product (Dry)

2-hole Hollow Brick 5-hole Turf Brick3-hole Hollow Brick 8-hole Turf Brick
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◎ Collective Procurement

Since the first half of 2011, Everest has integrated the collaborative procurement items (such as common 
parts, dyestuff auxiliaries, and raw material) required by its three plants in the world (Taiwan, China and 
Thailand). And we started the implementation of collective procurement.

˙Procedure
In the beginning, the procurement staff and site supervisors of three factories held video conference once 
a week to check and simplify the collaborative items. Then, they estimated the usage amount per month and 
per season. Finally, the team inquired and bargained with the suppliers to achieve the economies of scale.

˙Purpose

　‧Create economies of scale and increase bargaining power so as to reduce procurement costs.

　‧Simplify the bargaining process to improve the efficiency of procurement.

˙Beneficial Results (Statistics interval: June 2011 ~ Feb. 2012)

Total achievement rate 

of dyestuffand auxiliaries 
is 111%

Total achievement rate 
of common parts and 
raw material is 66%.

        Factory            Target Saving         Amount              Performance

Beneficial results in dyestuffand auxiliaries (Unit：Ten Thousand NTD)

      Taiwan                         273                     386                       141%

       China      　　         98                       84                         86%

      Thailand                        110                       65                         59%

Beneficial results in common and raw material (Unit：Ten Thousand NTD)

      Taiwan                        2,400                 1,067                        44%

       China                            780                    514                         66%

     Thailand                         420                    794                        189%
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◎ Innovation-Sustainability Solution Based on Products

Since the establishment of the company, we have always upheld the thought of “disruptive innovation” 
to revolutionize the market existing products and provide innovative services in the industry. We also 
encourage staffs learning by doing, and provide them opportunities for attempting mistakes to drive 
revolution and transformation of internal processes, and break through the limitations of products and 
services.

Disruptive innovation brings new opportunities for textile industry. Targeting on the Bottom-of-Pyramid 
market enables us to create a new economical value by new methods. Guided by new strategies, we use 
creative ideas and less resource to develop more high-quality and low-price products targeting Bottom-of-
Pyramid consumers. The strategy creates more business opportunities and makes more people to enjoy 
Everest’s high-tech products and services.

The demand for innovative products increases every year by the well-known brands in the world, we 
uphold the business philosophy of “customer-oriented thinking” and commit to innovative R & D to create 
new values for customers.

By virtue of the much developed technology of high functional products, and the business strengths in 
outdoor and casual leisure apparel market, we use “multi-level processing”technology to develop“ integrated 
products” at this, under the integration of multiple elements (software, hardware and services), and of 
customers interaction and techniques, we provide the effectiveness and experience that one single technology 
cannot deliver and meet the demands of market trends.

4-Way Stretch Fabric

‧Develop Innovation-Sustainability products

‧Focus on development of appropriate 
　 technology 

‧Grasp key resources

‧Support innovative structure

‧Expand and set up core compentence

Innovations centered 
on customers
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For this purpose, we re-conceived and started with the basis of “Benefiting Bottom-of-Pyramid consumers”, 
and take “Customer First” as our core value and spirit of service. We expand to customer base and new 
channels, and also provide brand customers more differentiated products and more reasonable prices, to 
achieve the positive development of win-win-win situation.

We believe that high quality products with affordable price should base on the concept “medium 
technology”, which means simple, convenient, and low cost. We use such concept to re-produce our 
productions. We rely on green products as the foundation to take forward the development strategy; and 
take Innovation-Sustainability to back up our production. We uphold “simple, convenient, low-cost” as 
the tenet, application products cover categories of Sports, Outdoor, City, Casual, and sold in markets 
such as Europe, America and Southeast Asia. The innovative products include items such as “waterproof 
and breathable down jacket”, “Fashion × Function elastic functional outdoor fabric” and “Ever NANE” 
products that are comfortable, soft and with permanent anti-static function, those products relevant to 
the market trend and suitable for customer demands.

Daniel Goleman provided an inspiring case about the Procter & Gamble in his book “Green EQ” 
(Ecological Intelligence). In order to reduce the carbon footprint of products, P&G developed a new 
cold water detergent which has the same function as the hot water detergent but offered at the same 
price. Concerning the life cycle of products, the new one can save a half of energy cost and reduce the 
footprint. Besides, the saving in energy consumption is enough to buy a new pack of cold water detergent. 
It can be said that you buy one and get one free. It is a benchmark of Everest’s innovative and 
sustainable products. To customers, they don’t need to pay more for environmental-friendly products, 
but also they can show their big heart and concern via consumption. Hence, Everest is also able to 
expand earnings growth.

We work hard on the development and production of innovative and sustainable products. We not only 
concern about procurement of materials, but also inventing non-toxic production and ecological process 
with medium technology for the process of energy maximization and reducing the pollution. Consumers 
can purchase high-quality fabrics at low price and take environmental protection into account. We 
believe that enterprises must concern the economic, social and environmental “Triple-Bottom-Line” and 
fulfill corporate social responsibility by Innovation-Sustainability.

For developing new products, we have independent technology and capability on research, and also seize 
the raw material with key racipes. With the core competence and supplement by 7R Green Discipline：
Rethink, Redesign the product or process, Reduce, Reuse, Repair, Recycle and Ecological Recovery. We 
also apply the principle of modular design and rapid production. 
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˙The Features of the Innovation-Sustainability Products

Recycling（Feature：Waste recycling）

Natural Materials (Feature: Bio-Degradable)

Eco-friendly (Feature: Lightweight and no hazardous chemicals, complying with the concept of sustainability.)

1. Bottle to Fiber：Recycled Polyester from PET Bottle
     Regenerate PET chips from 100% recycled PET bottles. We make PET chips into various kind of recycled  
     yarn which could be the raw material of false twisting. By different processing methods, we produce 
　numerous eco recycled yarn.

2. Recycled Nylon
Collect “waste nylon yarn” and re-spinning.

3. Fabric to Fabric：Recycled Polyester from Waste Yarn and Fabrics
Use waste fabric and waste yarn to make chips. We make chips into various recycled yarn, which could 
　be applied as raw material for false twisting processes.

4. Organic Cotton
　Use eco-friendly organic cotton planted by “organic cultivation”. It reduces the damages caused by pesticides  
　and chemical fertilizers to human being and environment.

5. Tencel
　Utilizing natural material from the “sustainable forest” and ecological yarn spinning process, the fabric offers  
　natural and dry touch with excellent dyeing effect.

6. Ever Bio-PU Membrane
　Everest collaborated with DuPont on Biological monomers to produce PU membrane. And the Bio-PU 
    membrane contains 25%~28% renewably sourced polyols. It has low environmental footprint, and functions 
    well. In addition, it has passed Bio-based Products Label approved by the United States Department of 
    Agriculture, USDA, and met The Awarded Schemas of the Japan BioPlastics Association, JBPA.

7. Fluorine-free：Fluorine-free water repellent agent
　Everest is the first company using Eco-friendly Fluorine-free water repellent agent. It won’t jeopardize 
    human being as traditional C8 repellent agent has the problem of longer degradation half-lives and can have 
　negative impacts on human body.

8. Ever Extreme Lightweight Fabric
　Everest adopts lightweight design based on the concept of “Less is more”. It effectively reduces the 
　consumption on energy and water during the production. Using less material to make more clothing complies 
　with the concept of sustainability.

9.  Ever NANA：Bio-based Fiber
　The fiber is made from Green MEG (Bio-based Monoethylene Glycol) extracted from corn stem that Bio-based 
　Fiber replaces the glycol extracted from fossil fuels. It greatly reduces the dependence of polyester on 
　petrochemical products. The fabric has much lower static, softer touch and more vivid color than normal 
　polyester.
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‧Recycled PET bottle

The raw materials of bottles and polyester fibers of clothing are derivative products from oil pyrolysis. 
The used and recycled PET bottles after being cleaned, can be made into PET chips and finally into yarns 
through physical and chemical treatments. They can be made into all kinds of green textile fabrics applied 
in daily life, and its characteristics are quite similar to general polyester. Therefore, it could replace general polyester.

‧Recycled Nylon Fibers

Everest has recycled the polyester and nylon 6 those are mostly used as raw fiber materials in clothing. We 
recycle the waste polyester and nylon from manufacturing processes and reuse them. Especially, in 
dealing with waste and producing nylon 6 yarns from producing processes, we cooperate with some 
companies to reproduce fiber and make them into fabrics.

There are three characteristics：
1.The fiber’s characteristics are similar to those of the nylon 6 fibers, and meet environmental concern.
2.The recycling process is one of physical technology, and which could utilize resource effectively and 
　reduces CO2 emission.
3.Master batch can be added to save time of dyeing and finishing, and to reduce consumption of water, 
　energy and chemicals.

FabricsClothing

Consumer

PET Bottle Flake

Weaving

PET Chips

Spinning

Fabrics

Clothing

Waste yarn of Nylon 6

Recycled nylon fiber 
through the plant to 
melt nylon particles

POY/FDY

Consumer
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‧Organic Cotton

According to the USA TEXAS Organic Program, the definition of organic cotton is：

1. The cotton grown in the field where chemical fertilizers and pesticides have not been used for more 
　than 3 years could be specified as organic cotton.
2. The organic cotton fabric has good air permeability, moisture absorption, soft and comfortable, good  
　color, alkali, heat and light fastness.
3. The organic cotton are poor anti-acid ability, poor flexibility, easy to fold, easy to mold, not anti-moth, 
　　and not easy to fluff.
4. Organic cotton is superior to most cotton in its most important characteristic of “green and eco-friendly”,  
　and harmless to human beings.

Organic cotton procurement of raw material：
Through the Green Procurement, Everest increases the use of green and sustainable materials gradually, 
and enhance our efforts on ecological sustainability.(Organic Cotton Labels provided by raw material 
suppliers, Tai-Yuan Textile and Far Eastern New Century.)

Everest Organic Cotton labeling：
To assure customers the source of the raw materials and for them to easily identify the quality of fabrics 
produced by Everest, we created a label hanger for the organic cotton.
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‧Bio-PU Membrane

At present, most of the polyurethane feedstock still comes from petroleum. But petroleum will face the 
issue of exhaustion in the next 50 or 60 years.  Polyurethane is not biodegradable in a short period of time. 
And the burning process will cause air pollution and release toxic gases and large amounts of carbon dioxide.

Our laminated fabrics used more environmentally friendly renewable biomass to synthesize the PU membrane. 
Bio-PU membrane contains 25%~28% renewable sourced polyols content. It has less environmental 
footprint, and does not sacrifice performance.

‧Ever NANA & NANE
The Ever NANA is eco-textile brands by EVEREST. The miraculous polyester fiber made from Green 
MEG (Ethylene Glycol) with regular PTA (Terephthalic Acid) is non-biodegradable bio-based polyester.

In particular, it provides the lowest static, softer touch and deeper color than normal polyester fiber. The 
Ever NANA is a unique eco-textile with combination of sustainable, ecological, functional, low-carbon 
and fashion concept.

The Ever NANE is the series of Ever NANA products, is Everest new cloth brand, but also one of the 
Everest functional products. It is invented by the “Everest Technology Research Center” (ETRC). The 
Ever NANE with antistatic properties and a soft touch is similar to Ever NANA, and the price is cheaper 
than Ever NANA.

Starch DuPont Cerenol TMBiomass PU Membrane
Bio based polyolsAgricultural sources

 

Clothes
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˙Sustainable Solutions

With the principle of Conquering the Complexity, Everest focuses on our core strengths in the market and 
develops new products by the principle of “modular design” and “rapid production”. We also continue 
commitment to the development of ecological processes and green products, and aim to become the 
leading high-tech eco-textile expert.

‧Water-based PU Membrane Process

DMF (Dimethylformamide) has been the best medium to produce PU membrane in the industry, but it is a toxic
solvent. The process will drift through the air and will be harmful to the human body and the environment. 
It’s usually managed by the recovery equipment and bound by limitation on emission concentration.

Everest invests in three leaching tower distillation column for the recovery of the DMF solvent used in the 
process of the whole plant. The recovery rate is 90% or more, to prevent DMF from being released into the 
atmosphere and to reduce environmental impact. Our development of water-based PU, using the natural 
“water” as the medium, is the most eco-friendly process.

‧Solvent-free Moisture-reactive PU Hot-melt Adhesive

Everest’s moisture-reactive Hot-melt PUR adhesive is 100% solvent-free. That was used in dotted 
laminating products. During the process for maturating, it does not involve using any heat, and the 
cross-linking agent can be completed at room temperature. Comparing to the traditional PU adhesive, it 
can effectively reduce carbon emissions and environmental pollution.

‧Three in One (3-in-1) Lamination Technique

The traditional process of coating and lamination consists of three processes-“membrane making”, “laminate 
surface layer” and “laminate inner layer”. Right now Everest has successfully developed the equipment 
which simplifies three processes into one process. It substantially shortens the process time (Lead time), 
and reduces the energy and manpower costs. It can be called as an environmental and ecological process of 
“Rethink and Redesign”. 

Name Feature

Water-based 
PU Membrane Process

Program

Solvent-free 
Moisture-reactive 
PU Hot-melt Adhesive 
(PUR)

Three in One (3-in-1) 
Lamination Technique

Eco-friendly Process with 
lower environmental 
impacts

Features：Based on the 
concept of simplified 
process, lowering carbon 
emission and reducing 
environmental impact.

“Water-based PU system process” replaces the 
traditional solvent-based process and reduces 
environmental pollution (to reduce the hazardous 
substances VOC 80%).
Use the “Solvent-free moisture-reactive PU Hot-melt 
adhesive” instead of the traditional solvent-based 
hot-melt adhesive, and directly reacts with moisture 
in the air.  It does not require extra energy to 
maturating, and effectively reduce toxic emissions 
and the environmental pollution.

The “one-process” coating and lamination replaces 
the traditional 3-processes (coating, paper releasing 
and dotted laminating). It reduces both energy 
consumption and environmental impact by “greatly 
simplifying the process”.
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5.0 Social Aspect-
Creating Shared Values with Stakeholders

One consensus that most enterprises around the world have is that corporate social responsibility means 
“ a corporate commits to consistent compliance with ethic codes, contributes to economic development, 
and improves life quality of employees, their families, local communities and the society.” (Please refer to 
the publication, “ Corporate Social Responsibility - Meeting Expectations During Changes”, published by 
the Taiwan Business Council for Sustainable Development.) 

We understand well that the purpose of a business’ existence is not only for earning profit, but also for 
behaving properly business ethics and meeting social expectations. Enterprises are not only responsible 
for shareholders and employees. They shall also concern about interests and demands of all stakeholders.

When an enterprise puts corporate social responsibility into practice, it will make all internal staff feel that 
their work is valuable. It is because the company is making meaningful contribution to the world and the 
society, and influencing more people through the contact of stakeholders.

Therefore, Everest must contribute to the society more to creating Triple-Bottom-Line, namely, the 
sustainable development of economic, environmental and social aspects, and to be a benchmark company 
of practicing corporate social responsibility.
 

Fully Concentrated Everest Staff
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5.1 With Employees
◎ Employee Welfare　　

Everest believes employees are our most important asset. Through
internal and external training programs we improve employees’ 
skills and establish the awareness of a safe and healthy working
environment. We have also established promotion and internal
transfer system, and provide the management associate training
courses for all employees. Regardless of gender, all employees
could gradually advance their levels through a fair evaluation 
and promotion program at Everest.

Employee welfare are devised in respect of the laws or with 
superior consideration. We provide Labor, Healthy, and Group
Insurances, Pension Funds Provision, traditional festival gifts,
year-end bonuses etc. Besides, we also offer subsidies such as 
marriage allowance, funeral allowance, children educational 
award, moving allowance, travelling subsidizing, health examination, 
in order to safeguard staff’s physical and mental heath. 

Regarding employee welfare facilities, we provide employee 
dormitory, parking area, food service, library and foreign employees’ 
computer facility. Furthermore, we host Christmas party and Thai 
Water-sprinkling Festival for foreign employees especially in Tainan 
Factory. No matter domestic or foreign employees, they can have 
good balance between their work and leisure time.

We welcome handicapped people with great passion and ambition to join the Everest Family. There are 
1.6% handicapped staff employed which is higher than 1.0% regulated by Labor Law. Even so, we are not 
satisfied with such result and will achieve a higher goal up to 2%.

Hosting Christmas party

Hosting Thai Water-sprinkling Festival

The ratio of handicapped employees is 1.6% in Taiwan Factory. We put 2% as the goal.
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◎ Education and Training

Everest maintains its core value of improving
employees’ competitiveness, incubating the 
future management talents, and promoting 
excellent corporate culture so that we can enhance
performance and fulfill sustainability. Everest’s 
three objectives of training are as following：

1. Establish enterprise culture of “Staff’s 
    Self-learning.”

2. Increase talent competitiveness by applying 
    the most effective utilization of resources 

3. Integrate “Everest SustainAbility Model 
   (ESM)” to cultivate talents with eco concern, 
    and to become the benchmark of eco-enterprise.

To achieve three main objectives of Everest Global Human Resource Training, the department of human 
resource is appointed to plan education programs, and to coordinate the annual training courses, strategies, 
and performance evaluation within the plant. HR department is also in charge of new staff training, talent 
development program and specific projects. Furthermore, the ideas are also carried out in each unit. The 
managers of each unit have to make their own professional training plans and implementations. Through 
the approaches covering “point → line → surface”, we fully implement the education and training programs 
in each factory. Through the on-line management and performance evaluation system, the training programs 
are efficiently managed. In response to different demands of each unit, the professional skills training courses 
are planned to enhance technical expertise.

In addition, to cultivate Everest’s future managers, we develop the management trainee courses, class 
training courses and on-site training courses. Through comprehensive training to understand the corporate 
culture, organizational structure and processes; and with the relevant management courses, the management 
trainees could advance step by step towards the managerial level.

Starting from the core values “Integrity, 
Teamwork, Determination and Innovation”, 
we increase employees competitiveness to achieve 
the vision of Innovation-Sustainability.

Taking Natural Farming Lessons and Interactions with Local Farmers

Staff Training
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Besides to skill enhancement courses, HR department holds various diverse training courses, including 
vocational training, pressure relieving workshop, ecological and documentary project courses. We provide 
employees a variety of training courses to help the staff have great balance of body, mind, and spirit.

Now we still move forward towards three main objectives, and utilize the training resources. We not 
only provide employees various learning approaches, but also enrich their professional skills and 
competitiveness relating to their works and regardless of limits of time and space. 

In the future, we will apply the ideas of the ESM further, to let our employees fulfill the enterprise culture 
and philosophy; furthermore, to influence the employees families, and to encourage them to take the 
courses and to have progress together with the company.

Training Hours in Total

2010
2011
2010
2011
2010
2011

Training Hours on Average

Taiwan

China

Thailand

Employees

31,035
36,760
 9,312
 9,545
 3,903
 5,037

1,715
1,762
  897
  720
  390
  438

19.53
 20.9
10.38
 13.3
10.01
 11.5

Item

Factory/Year

In 2011, Everest took part in the “ Human Resources Enhancement Project ” held by the national government ,  and 
received recognition and grants.

˙A Summary of Education and Training Hours in Year 2010-2011

Everest’s Handmade Fabric House: Employees Learning Vegetable Dyeing
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◎ A Summary of Training Courses in 2011

New Staff Specialized StaffAll Staff

‧New employees training in  
    environment, health and 
    safety education.
‧New employees SA8000 &  
    CSR training
‧Fire safety training
‧Each unit operational     
    procedure and technical  
    training 
‧Company introduction and  
    HR institutions training

‧Environment, health and 
    safety training
‧Fire safety raining & disaster 
    drills
‧Internal skills improvement
    training
‧Enhancing second languages  
    capacity project 
‧Enhancing management skills  
    capacity project
‧Ecology related courses
‧CSR courses
‧Communication skills courses
‧Pressure relief courses
‧Quality control related courses 
‧Business management related 
    courses
‧Marketing and sales related  
    courses
‧Humanities and arts related 
    courses
‧Promoting health related 
    courses
‧Environmental conservation 
    related courses

‧Emergency response training &  
    drills
‧First-aid personnel training
‧Management development program
‧Workplace safety courses
‧Noise hazards courses
‧General courses of accidents and  
    harms 
‧Labor safety courses
‧Toxic chemical management  
    courses
‧Waste management courses
‧Wastewater treatment courses
‧Stacker operator course
‧Specific chemicals operation 
    courses
‧Organic solvents courses
‧Hypoxia job courses
‧Boiler operation courses

Learning Permaculture Concept shared by Earth Passengers 
Studio

Earth Passengers Studio visited the Garden on the top floor
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◎ Employee Relationship

We put “an outstanding enterprise should have both satisfactory employees and clients” as the goal. 
With such goal, we perceive ideas and requirements of the employees, and constantly strive on effective 
communication between employees and the company. In order to make employees realize the mission, 
philosophy and operation of the company, we use the platforms of monthly and daily meetings to announce 
and communicate important messages. Besides, Everest also publishes the “Everest People Magazine” 
as the channel to communications between company and employees.

Everest Labor Union is an independent organization which acts as the bridge of communications between 
employees and employers since its establishment. The goal of the union is to create harmony and win-win 
situation between employees and employer. Concerning staff human rights, HR Dept. sets up an 
“employee complaint hotline” and “employee suggestion box” and is responsible for handling employee 
appeals.

All complaint cases are categorized as special cases, dealt with in-depth comprehension of the actual 
situation, and with appropriate intervention mediation. And the cases will be followed up to ensure the 
appeals are resolved well, and the records of the cases and the results will be reported to the supervisor. 
In 2011, no violation of workers’ rights was reported. 

In addition, the HR Dept. also conducts Survey on Employee Satisfaction. Through proactive ways of 
collecting views of all parties, we learn about employee’s voices. We collect and make a statistics 
analysis of problems and issues, take appropriate solutions, and provide the solution to the company and 
department managers as reference.

Diverse communication approaches, enhance the harmony of employers and labors, 
and customers satisfaction, to achieve win-win-win.

“Wheelchair Angel” Ms. Shio-zi Yu was invited to make a keynote speech in Everest Vision Seminar. 
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5.2 With Customers
Everest has a professional team to provide high-quality services for global customers. The team members 
from departments of sales, R & D, production management, and quality assurance and control are always  
available to respond and meet customers’ needs with our “instant”, “professional” and “adequate” approach.

◎ Customer Satisfaction　　

Everest conducts self-assessments on customer satisfaction in 10 categories annually. We analyze the results 
and submit improvement action plans on any dissatisfaction areas. We established several task-oriented 
committees to examine respective problems and requirements about quality, lead-time, and production 
capacity, and etc. Through these monthly meetings, we review and further improve customers’ satisfaction.

˙10 assessment items are as following:

1. Variety and suitability of products                        6. Document accuracy
2. Lab-dip approval rate                                           7. Collaboration and responsiveness
3. On-time delivery rate                                            8. Sales Team’s competence
4. Quality acceptance level                                       9. Sales Team’s service
5. Claim response time                                            10.Overall performance compared with other vendors

President Roger Yeh (left) was explaining the manufacturing process to our brand customers.
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To respond to customers’   suggestions and claims, Everest established the “Zero Claims” Committee, 
and the leading members are senior managers from the sales department. Through training courses, 
case studies, and sharing successful cases from communication with customers, the team enhances 
service quality and customers’ satisfaction.

˙Results from 2008 to 2011 were as followed:

◎ Communication Channels with Customers

Regular 
Meetings

Domestic 
and 

International 
Exhibitions

In-depth 
Visits

Vendor 
Fairs

Customers 
Visits

On average of one month or one and a half, 
we will visit our key customers. Through 
face - to - face meeting, we understand 
customers’ needs and maintain a smooth 
communication channel. 

Everest takes part in 16 international 
exhibitions annually, and brand customers 
will visit our booth for discussion.

Our sales visit our major brand customers 
regularly to introduce new products and 
learn about customers’  needs so that we 
could grasp new business opportunities, 
as well as share the production status 
and new product development schedule.

According to customers’  upcoming 
requirements for each new season, we will 
develop new products and prepare the 
production plans in advance.

Customers come to visit Everest offices 
or factories.

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011

Assessment Pcs. 85 69 64 68

Satisfaction (%) 59% 65% 75% 74%

Participating in international exhibitions
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5.3 With Suppliers
Green procurement is the most effective way to influence the suppliers to transform into green enterprises. 
However, it is important to note, that green procurement is not a dramatic change from the existing 
procurement procedures. It contains “moderate adjustments” and “strengthening actions” of the current 
procedures. We set up the “Principle of Green Procurement” to implement the following main topics, such 
as products, services, logistic managements, packing, raw materials, energy and etc. We also share this 
concept with suppliers by fax and proceed together towards a sustainable supply chain.

◎ Green Procurement Policy

˙Actions to implement Everest Green Procurement Policy:

Raw material：
‧Request suppliers to acquire green certifications approved by third parties, such as Green Standard Usage 
    Certification, GRS, Intertek, test reports and etc. 
‧Procure green products, such as organic cotton, recycled yarn (recycled polyester chips), recycled  
    material, etc.
‧Continue to increase procurement of recycled material and reusable products. 
Products：
Procure products with Energy-Saving Label or Green Product Label.   
Equipment：
Replace energy-saving dyeing machines, reform energy-efficient air compressor and implement 
energy-efficient lighting.
Production： 
Use eco-material, materials with no harm to human or reusable materials. 
Environment：
Use products with green labels, such as green building material, water-saving and energy-saving. 
Implement “Water Curtain Cooling” system to save energy and create a comfortable environment.

‧Strictly select raw material suppliers to meet green
    production and products. (All materials must meet 
    standards of bluesign® and Oeko-Tex Standard100.)
‧Influence suppliers to recycle and reuse the 
    packaging material. 
‧Use eco-friendly facilities and raw materials.
‧Request suppliers to submit Material Safety Data
    Sheet. 

‧In order to advocate Everest’s Green Procurement 
    policy, we conduct Eco-Procurement Seminar 
    periodically. We help suppliers to improve energy 
    saving and green production, integrate green supply
    chain to serve customers, and share the results 
    of ESM.

‧Provide green procurement information and form
    the green supply chain.  

‧Procure locally as much as possible to reduce 
    waste and carbon footprint during production.

Use Environmentally-friendly Material Conduct Eco-Procurement Seminar

Establish Eco-Procurement Platform Optimize Procurement and Lower Carbon Footprint
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The usage of raw material is determined by customer orders. However as concerns about environment 
have become a world trend, the usage of green material will increase year by year.

˙Performance of Green Procurement

˙Principle of Green Procurement：Earth- friendly Chain

‧Use decomposable bags.
‧Replace paper tubes with PE recycled tubes.
‧Reduce three- fourth packaging clapboard.
‧Reduce 5cm width of PE wrap.
‧Reduce one-sixth thickness of paper tube.
‧Change double sided tape from 20mm to 
    12mm.
‧Reduce nails used by nail guns by 90%.

Performance: Apply the concept of 7R to use 
environment-friendly packaging to reduce 
environment impacts and increase productivity.

‧Replace 90% wood pallets with iron pallets：
　To raise the repeat usage rate, increase ease to 
　stack up and increase efficiency of volume 
　usage.
‧Add 2 pallets of trucks on powered stacker：
　To reduce 30% fuel consumption, gas 
　emissions  and shorten process time.

Performance: Practice “Green Logistic” through 
green procurement chain.

Increased 33%

Green Procurement Create Green Life

Utilization of 
Environmentally-
friendly material

Promote 
Eco-Procurement 

Seminar

Upgrade 
Eco-Procurement 

Platform

Procurement 
Optimization to
reduce carbon

footprint

2010         Procure quantity of green material         1,160,349KGS

2011         Procure quantity of green material         1,547,624KGS
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◎ Suppliers Assessment

Everest created “Suppliers Guidelines” and “Supplier Management Policies” to monitor suppliers 
conformance. Besides, in 2010, after implementing SA8000 standard, Everest also extended the systematic 
spirit to supplier management. 

We not only evaluated the quality of products, but also added assessment items on supplier working 
environment, labors human rights, and social responsibility. In view of the trend of global sustainability 
and corporate social responsibility, Everest also adjusted the evaluation standards on our suppliers.

˙Supplier Assessment

‧New suppliers need to fill “Social and Environmental Responsibility and Assessment Form” and 
    “Supplier Evaluation Form” .
‧According to suppliers’ influence to environment, health and safety and the quality of products, 
    Everest will make on-site assessments every March. The assessments’ results will be effective after 
    approved by department supervisors.
‧Depending on different features and requirements of the suppliers, Everest invites on-site and 
    technical personals to complete the on-site assessments and grading.

˙Assessment Standard

 

(Note：Maintenance, construction, and calibration of instruments suppliers can be waived from the assessment.)

A Grade: 
Threshold 
above 90

B Grade: 
Threshold 

between 70-89

C Grade: 
Threshold 

between 60-69

Threshold 
under 60

Suppliers 
have priority to 

supply their 
new products.

Continue 
supplying.

Notify suppliers 
to stop supply, 
and cancel their 

qualification.

Semi-annual 
assessments

Semi-annual 
assessments

Semi-annual 
assessments

Re-apply and 
re-evaluated will 

be necessary.

Notify suppliers 
to improve, 

and cut down 
procurement 
from them.
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5.4 With Social Communities
◎ Everest ESM Volunteer Team

In order to fulfill the commitment “to contribute to society and to make the world better with 
Innovation-Sustainability”, Everest set up the “Everest ESM Volunteer Team” in 2010. We promote the 
volunteer activities together with the communities, art and cultural organizations, and ecological groups, 
to integrate the spirit of public involvement into Everest’s core values, and to promote the attention of 
public welfare within the enterprise.

There are 5 volunteer sections under Everest ESM Volunteer Team, including NGO section, guided reading 
section, eco-group section, community caring section, and community building section. The recruitment 
targets are all employees in Everest. Everest also provides professional volunteer trainings. The new 
volunteers must receive 12 hours of training courses before they could be formally recruited. We expect 
our ESM volunteers can be vital resource to create better environment and charity events for their 
communities, and then practice the spirit of the ESM.

˙Missions of Everest ESM Volunteer Team

‧Actively participate in community care and contribution to society.
‧Participate in community-building program, which establish and maintain the community 
    in an eco-engineering way.
‧Assist NGO organization to promote their events and assist other charity events.

˙Organization Charter of ESM Volunteer Team：

Team Leader

Section Chief

NGO Section
Leading 

Reading Section

Vice Team Leader

Eco-Group
Community

Caring Section
Community

Building Section

Vice
Section Chief

Section
Members

Vice
Section Chief

Section
Members

Vice
Section Chief

Section
Members

Vice
Section Chief

Section
Members

Vice
Section Chief

Section 
Members
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◎ Participating in Environmental Conservation Activities

˙The Society of Wilderness : Beach-Clean Activity

˙The Society of Wilderness – The 10th Asia-Pacific NGO’s Environmental Conference

The Society of Wilderness (SOW) is very experienced in eco-construction and conservation, and is 
Everest’s benchmark for ETEIP (Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park). We learn and co-operate with the 
SOW. Everest sponsors the SOW, participate in exchanging experiences, and join related activities.

Everest is committed to Everest SustainAbility Model, with the recognition and support to care for Taiwan 
as a starting point, and further approach the whole world. We are proud to be environmental guardians. 
We engage to promote public participation and adopt the concept of caring the earth through nature 
education, habitat conservation and environmental protection. 

In response to the Global Ocean Day, Everest joined the beach-clean activity held by the Society of Wilderness for 
marine ecological sustainability.

The Opening Ceremony of the 10th Asia-Pacific NGO’s Environmental Conference (Photo provided by SOW-Taiwan)
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˙World Peace League – 
    Sponsoring Red Envelope Love Tree, Aid for 
    Starving Children with a Good Lunar New Year

Everest always cares about public welfare and devotes
to the related activities. With the empathetic spirits, Everest
sponsored and promoted this event, “Sponsoring Red 
Envelope Love Tree, Aid for Starving Children with
a Good Lunar New Year” at EverSmile Store.

˙The Taiwan Business Council for Sustainable
    Development - Planting One More Tree Event

 

    

˙“Tribute to Monuments” Bike Tour hosted by Shan-shang District Office and Shan-shang  
    Community Development Council

Everest supports many volunteer activities based on the spirit of “To contribute to society and to make 
the world better with Innovation-Sustainability” to create a positive corporate culture. In response to 
“Tribute to Monuments” Bike Tour hosted by Shan-shang District Office and Shan-shang Community 
Development Council, Everest orchestrated a bike team not only for exercising but also for communicating 
with local residents. Moreover, this event broadened Everest employees’ cultural horizons to appreciate 
the local history.

Monuments Bike Tour

Love Tree at EverSmile Exhibition Store in Tainan

The Taiwan Business Council for Sustainable 
Development advocated “1-Campaign” since 2010, 
and Everest actively participated this important 
supporting initiative for health, carbon-footprint 
reduction, and community support.
The United Nations announced 2011 as “International 
Year of Forests.” As usual, Everest actively took 
part in the “1-Campaign Tree Planting Event” to 
echo our concern on environmental sustainability, 
and echo the spirit of “One person one tree. Yes, I 
can do” with our action.One person one tree. Yes, I can do.
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◎ Proactively Work with External Organizations

Everest positively participates in eco welfare activities. We are members of the following environmental 
protecting groups, including The Conservation Alliance, The Society of Wilderness, The Taiwan Business 
Council for Sustainable Development, and Association of Wetland Protection, Wild Bird Society of 
Taiwan, and Taiwan Green Building Council.

˙The Conservation Alliance

Everest has joined this alliance and became the member in 2009. 
This alliance was originally launched by outdoor industry, mainly 
to protect wilderness, uncultivated lands and rivers in North America.

Many members of The Conservation Alliance are also customers 
of Everest. Everest expects to extend the ESM spirit to share the 
common connection and concerns with our customers, and to make 
contribution to the environmental conservation together.

˙The Society of Wilderness, SOW

The Society of Wilderness is very experienced in eco-construction 
and conservation, and it is the benchmark of ETEIP. We gained 
valuable learning as we cooperate with them. Besides sponsoring 
them, we also have regular interactions and participate actively in 
events or activities launched by SOW.

˙The Taiwan Business Council for Sustainable Development, BCSD - Taiwan

 
Everest has joined this council in 2008 and actively takes part in 
advocating activities from “Green 168 Declaration” to “SHE CARES 
(Society, Health, Environment, Carbon Reduction, Everyone and 
Sustainability)” for fulfilling our promise to sustainability.
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◎ Proactively Work with Strategic Alliances

˙Southern Taiwan Textile Research Alliance, STTRA

The primary goal of STTRA is to facilitate the innovation of local textile industries, and to integrate 
resources from the industry, governments, academia, and research institutes. It targets on industry 
cooperation of innovative technologies. It enhances research and development spirit of textile industry, 
and promotes industry transformation. In order to strengthen the R & D energy and capacity for STTRA 
members, STTRA hosts regular seminars, science and technology summits, and arranges field trips from 
time to time to facilitate knowledge sharing among the related industries. The members could understand 
the interdisciplinary operation management and enhance the learning effectiveness.

Looking forward to the future, STTRA expects members to work and cooperate in synergy of alliance 
through vertical integration and horizontal cooperation. Hence, the participants can work together and 
develop more environmental-friendly and “cradle to cradle” products. It will be an opportunity for the 
textile industry and the nature to co-exist peacefully toward a sustainable environment.

˙CEO Branding: Sharing the value of promoting sustainable development

The president of Everest, Mr. Roger Yeh, has been invited to panels and to make speeches for universities, 
forums, and peer occasions to promote ESM ideas and practices of innovation and sustainable development. 
He actively responds to the requests through the platforms and to have interaction and dialogue with 
participants. Besides, he promoted Taiwan in international marketing occasions by actively sharing 
Taiwan’s eco experiences and green image in the international seminar launched by Swiss bluesign 
Technologies AG in 2009 in Switzerland.

 

President Roger Yeh joined the panel with CEO of 
The Natural Step Global Sustainability Network, 
Mr. Peter Price-Thomas. (Photo provided by Taiwan 
Textile Research Institute)

President Roger Yeh joined the section of <Innovative 
to Sustainability> in Textile International Forum and 
Exhibition 2011. Photo taken with moderator and 
panelists. (Photo provided by Taiwan Textile Research 
Institute)
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◎ Social Welfare and Donations

˙External Donations

The total external donations in 2011 was NT $ 1,339,781. There 
were 54 receiving agencies including 39 community groups, 13 
schools and authorities, and 2 foreign institutions.

˙Recipients of Donation

Shan-shang Hung Hing Temple              

Feng-De Village Lantern Festival activities      

Shan-shang Yufeng Ching Shuei Temple    

Shan-shang Volunteer Firefighters Celebration  

Shanshang Tin Hau Temple Song-Jiang Battle Array

2011 Shan-shang volunteer policeman

Shan-shang Wusheng Tang

Shan-shang Bei-shih Hung-Hing Palace

Shan-shang bitter melon laos ChaoTiang Temple 

Shan-shang firefighter Corps  Mid-Autumn Festival activities 

Firefighters toxic disaster drill 

Hsiao-hsin neighborhood Temple of the Ancestors renovation

Chie-ba elementary school and kindergarten

The 11th anniversary of Pacific News
Graduation ceremony of Hsiao Hsin elementary school and 
Shanshang junior high school  

The 16th anniversary of the Hsiao-hsin Community 
Development Association 

Hsiao-hsin Club for the elderly

Shan-shang firefighter Corps Dragon Boat Festival activities

Firefighter Corps

Tainan City Government donation project for Japan 311 disaster

2011 Beach Cleaning Activity of the SOW

2011 Kun Shan University training plan

Friends of Shan-shang Policemen

TCSF Corporate Sustainability Sharing Meeting

The Jacana Conservation of Tainan Wild Bird Society

Blisswisdom Organization

Japan MontBell Volunteer

Shan-hua District Firefighter Corps

Shan-shang Women’s club

Shan-hua Hsiao Hsin Village

Shan-shang Culture Development Association 

Ping-yang community club for the elderly        

The 31st anniversary of the Nan-chou Community

Ming-he community for the elderly

Da-she Community for the elderly

The 26th anniversary of the Shin-juang club for the elderly

Yu-feng club for the elderly

Feng-de club for the elderly

Da-juang club for the elderly

Ren-de Ji-Shih Temple management committee

Shan-shang elementary school anniversary

Hsiao-hsin Community Development Association

Mr. Wu of banana plantation

Bei-shih club of the elderly

Women’s Federation Qingxi slef-activity

Tainan Firefight Corps Giveaway

Hsiao-hsin elementary school subsidy for renovation

Shan-shang Community Development Performance

Shan-hua Hsiao-hsin neighborhood watch team 

Carpets for Green Magic School of Cheng Kung University 

2011 Southern District Job Fair Activities

Taiwan Green Building Council and World Green Building Council 

A-ming, the wild lotus farmer

Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi Foundation

Recipients  of  Donat ion

Foreign Institutions
28%

School and Authorities
10%

Community Groups
62%
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˙2008-2011 Donations

˙2011 Material Donations

Everest Eco Pond- Wild Lotus

 

Year

Total

2008                    2009                     2010                   2011

 705,500              1,664,083              3,413,760           1,339,781  

Item

Eco-bricks

ESM products

Fabric

Fabric

Blanket

Storage Bag

Organization

A-ming, wild lotus farmer

Schools and Communities

Blisswisdom Organization

Tzu-chi Foundation

Victims of Japan 311 Earthquake

SOW

Amount

2,400

48,730

34,829

184,882

183,000

2,250

Unit

one batch

one batch

one batch

one batch

1,000 pieces

one batch

Unit: NTD

Unit: NTD
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Through a friend’s introduction, Everest staffs knew Mr. Meng-xian Zhuang. He graduated 
from Institute of Biology of National Cheng Kung University and teaches in the Department 
of Ecology and Tourism Management in Aletheia University in 2008 in Tainan. Mr. Zhuang 
taught us lots of knowledge of biodiversity and sent many aquatic plants seedlings to 
Everest. In the same year, Mr. Zhuang introduced A-ming, a wild lotus farmer to 
Everest. Everest obtained wild lotus from A-ming and started to create a restoration area 
in Everest’s aquatic species source pond.

A-ming is a rare farmer with organic thinking who insists on sustainable symbiosis with 
nature in Tainan Ma-dou District. He owns a small field planting wild lotus; however, 
within the small field he also keeps an eco-pond. There are quite rich and diverse ecological 
types due to the restoration, and even wild eels and native catfishes all appeared gradually 
in the ecological pond. Therefore, teachers of Department of Nature Application of 
Aletheia University often brought students to observe and learn from him.

Since 2010, we’ve invited Mr. Zhuang and A-ming to conduct field research for calculating 
the amount of species such as butterflies and dragonflies in Everest Eco-Industrial Park, 
eco-pond and aquatic species source pond. We invited A-ming to teach our employees the 
ecological knowledge concerning Taiwan native fishes and insects as well, especially the 
species existing in Everest Eco Park.

A-ming has the same idea and spirit of caring for the Earth as ESM, and has cooperated 
with us on the investigation of species for several years; therefore, in 2011 we sponsored 
A-ming eco bricks to pave the access to his lotus filed to keep it away from rainy, muddy, 
and slippery wet roads.

◆ Story about A-ming, a wild lotus farmer ◆

A-ming, a wild lotus farmer from Ma-dou District, Tainan
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◎ Community Care- the Influence and Vision of Everest

Upholding the spirit of rewarding and serving communities, Everest involves actively in community 
development. Through sponsoring activities launched by the community, we enhanced local residents’ 
understanding about Everest’s determination to environmental protections and care of the Earth. At the 
same time, Everest could use the occasions to promote the love for the Earth and our eco concepts on 
reducing environmental impacts. Furthermore, we influence local residents and schools’ awareness to 
minimize impacts and burden on the Earth. Meanwhile, we extended our concerns to the whole world 
and assist the environmental conservation and people in need. Our goal is to influence all stakeholders to 
cherish the Earth and leave the next generation a beautiful Earth with blue sky and green ground.

˙Thanks letter from Japan responding Everest’s Aid to Victims of 311 Earthquake (Origin from 
    Thanks Letter posted on webpage of MontBell’s Volunteer Team. MontBell is Everest’s 
    Japanese customer.)

お世話になりました。

ご協力ありがとうございます !

先週送っていただいた毛布も

既に被災地で配達を行っております。

私の同僚が被災地で配達を行い、

被災者の方に直接手渡す際に、

とても感謝されたと言っていました。

御社からの義捐金についても、

被災地の支援と復興に役立てられろよう

努めてまいります。

御社のスタッフの方にも、よろしくお伝えて下さい。

Thanks Letter from Japan Translated in English：

“Thanks Everest’s constant assistance since then, our colleagues had delivered and sent the blankets 
directly to disaster areas last week. My colleagues handed the blankets to residents. People over there 
really appreciated your kindness, and asked us to expressing their gratitude on behalf of them. The 
donation you contributed, we will use well on the reconstruction. Please let your staff know that we will 
work hard to recover!”
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5.5 Everest’s Practices of Social Business Enterprise Model 
◎ Happiness Taiwan, EverSmile

˙Insisting on Made in Taiwan and Co-creating Triple-Bottom-Line

Since 2011, Everest launched its own apparel brand “Happiness Taiwan, EverSmile”. Its purpose is to 
“co-creating shared sustainable value” within locally deep economy. We share the idea of “EverSmile 
makes you always smile” with all stakeholders, and to meet local demands by using local resources for 
production.

At the same time, in response to the Smile MIT Mark ( Made In Taiwan) approved by the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs Industrial Development Bureau in Taiwan, Everest also presented several products 
approved with the MIT certification. Through this, we earned consumer’s affirmation and recognition of 
MIT products, and also increase sales performance by word-of-mouth marketing. Everest obtained the 
Smile MIT Mark certification of clothing and bags categories respectively.

The opening of Kaohsiung Flagship Store: The customers enjoyed shopping.
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˙Bottom-of-Pyramid Opportunities and Services

Everest puts the goal of “benefit Bottom-of-Pyramid consumers and workers” on the upper right corner 
of Everest’s Values-Based Matrix. We regard it as an important and prioritized strategy. It declares our 
transformation and commitment of Everest for being a people-oriented Social Business Enterprise 
(SBE) with social purpose. It presents Everest is a progressive enterprise which not only concerns about 
the earning, but also resolves social issues. We regard social problems as opportunities.

The demands from Bottom-of-Pyramid can guide an enterprise’s innovation. It is not just a source 
concerning innovation of products and services, but also a source of inspiration of the business model. 
Cultivating this market not only shows Everest’s human-oriented care in such globalized society, but 
such engagement also provides Everest the opportunities to acquire experiences inspired by the Bottom-
of-Pyramid market. Hence, we could adjust conventional methods with high-quality but with low-priced 
products that are also appropriate for the high-end market.

Fully concentrated staff at Tainan Factory Home factory

Everest’s concern and love to Xia-ling Village. Cooperated with the residents to produce handmade soap series products.
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˙Revitalization of Taiwan’s Garment Industry Chain and Cultivating Skillful Talents for Garment Industry

Everest has cooperated with Tainan City Government and the Vocational Training Center to establish 
“OEM; Original Equipment Manufacturing” groups in local communities. We provide free sewing 
machines and provide skill training to enhance the economic prosperity of local communities, and thus 
revive the textile industry cluster, and rebuild the clothing supply chain in Taiwan. More than that, 
Everest encourages the youth to join, and hopes to keep Taiwan’s garment industry away from deceasing. 
Since 2011 to present, Everest has responded and supported the Tainan City Government to promote the 
renaissance the Tainan fashion industry plans. Meanwhile, we cooperate with Shih Chien University, 
Shu-Te University and Tung Fang Design collage. We expect to cultivate more talents in the field of 
textile and professional fashion design.

˙Strengthen the Textile Industry Clusters

Since 2011, Everest has been fulfilling the dream of “Renaissance of local industry clusters of high-quality 
garments manufacturing”, setting up Garment Business Unit, and looking for neighboring communities 
(including immigrants) engaged in domestic OEM. In addition to providing employment opportunities, 
we also invite them to become outsourcing manufacturing and direct selling partners of the garment.

˙Accumulated Technical Experience Serving B2B Clothing Customers
Managing both Bottom-of-Pyramid and high-end markets require Everest’s core competencies: 
Innovation-Sustainability. Successful innovation inspired by the Bottom-of-Pyramid market could be 
applied to high-end market as well. We are able to leverage the experiences of technology and service 
learned from B2C market to our B2B brand customers and garment factories.

A garment factory in Jia-li District in Tainan Home factory in community (OEM) in Shang-shan 
District
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˙Happiness Taiwan, EverSmile：The Micro-entrepreneurship

The micro-entrepreneurship project of “Happiness Taiwan, EverSmile” integrates Everest’s high-quality 
fabrics with the vision of locally deep economy. Through “ Home factory in community ” and 
“consumer-dealership system” , everyone can pay a modest price to enjoy the high-quality fabrics of 
Everest. While generating brand recognition and benefit from word-of-mouth marketing, we promote the 
brand to the users’ friends and families.

˙Creating Shared Value, Enabling Every Partner to Have a Reasonable Profit

Michael Potter mentioned in the article “Creating Shared Value,” the purpose of the enterprise must be 
redefined as creating shared value, not just for profit. This will drive the next wave of innovation and 
productivity growth in the global economy. It will also reshape capitalism and its relationship to the 
society. Perhaps the most important thing is to learn how to create shared value. It is the best opportunity 
for enterprises to legitimize business again.

The concept of creating shared values can be defined as a corporate policy and business model. It 
enhances the competitiveness of corporation, and also improves the economic and social environment in 
this community; the work of creating shared value is focused on finding out the relationship between the 
social and the economic progress, and further expanding this relationship.

While continuing to explore the needs of the community, corporate can discover new opportunity to 
differentiate and to reposition products in the traditional market, and to find out the potential in the 
market which was previously ignored. Everest is expecting “Happiness Taiwan, EverSmile” to be the 
best practice of creating shared value.

To bloom local industrial 
development, to increase 
job opportunities

Local Residents

Generate 
Sales Revenue

Training
Garment
Designer

Training
Garment
Producer

Everest

Government

School

Local 
Community

Cooperated 
Partners
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˙Donate 1% Revenues of EverSmile for Public Welfare

Everest contributes one percent of EverSmile sales revenue as the fund to support Taiwan’s charities. 
Therefore, when consumers purchase EverSmile products, they are also making a contribution and 
doing good at the same time.

˙The Small Story of Happiness Taiwan

‧Story 1：The Role Model of Taiwan’s Vitality

Mr. & Mrs. Yang are contracted manufacturer of eco suede pillows and candy pillows. They live in 
Da-ne District. Both of them were engaged in civil engineering when they were young. They are diligent 
and hard-working couple. During the golden era of the domestic OEM, Mrs. Yang had learned sewing 
work to supplement the family income, and therefore she possesses proficient sewing skill.

In last October, the hard-working Mrs. Young heard that Everest was seeking members of domestic OEM, 
she joined the work since then. She utilized her leisure time to get some works from Everest to sew eco 
suede pillows. She could pick up the skills which 
she ignored when the garment factories moved to 
China. Nowadays, due to the development of 
Everest clothing business, Mr. Yang also has joined 
the work.

Charity and Public Welfare- Donating Concert Band of Tainan Hsin Hua Junior High School

Sewing pillow is a work with complicated 
processes. Cutting, filling wasted yarn, sewing 
inside and the surface of slipcover require 
delicate skills. Such complicated process 
demonstrates the dedication and perseverance 
of MIT. The spirit of dedication, cherishment, 
earnest, diligence, is so called “A Model of 
Taiwan’s Vitality”.
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‧Story 2：Seeing the Happiness Taiwan in Hua-shan Market in Taipei

        

By a friend’s introduction, Ms Xie came to know EverSmile. Due to sharing the same ideal of Everest, 
and creating a MIT brand, Ms Xie takes “Sbooooo Senhou Space” as the base for restarting her career. 
Ms Xie Shuj Jin has a delicate, appreciative and optimistic personality. She loves handmade products 
which are made in Taiwan, such as art works, crafts, and handmade creations. Being a full-time mother 
and a sewing teacher for a long time, Ms Xie took the micro-entrepreneurs training course, returned to 
the workplace with her expertise and enthusiasm. Based on her persistence and enthusiasm, Ms Xie took 
almost 3 hours per day for commuting and not feeling tired.

Ms Xie observes the guests carefully to sharpen her insight into consumer psychology and needs, so that 
she could manage her litte shop to fit different characteristics. She loves reading, and she also planned to 
set aside a small space for the second-hand books she collected, and let “Sbooooo Senhou Space” filled 
with strong culture atmosphere.

Ms Xie and her cozy store

A handmade store “Sbooooo Senhou Space” hides 
on the first floor of Hua-shan market which is 
located on Chung Hsiao East Road. The sign of 
EverSmile, with fresh fashion models on the 
advertising, adds vitality for this traditional market. 
With the ingenuity of the arrangement, a small 
store becomes a place where tourists come to 
Huashan for not just tasting soybean milk but also 
stopping for a while and admiring the products of 
MIT.
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6.0 Environmental Aspect- Achieve Harmonious 
Development Between Human and Nature

　　

Everest promotes economic, social and environmental “Triple-Bottom-Line” SustainAbility Model. Those 
three aspects are mutually inclusive and beneficial. It is as Laotse once said, “Man models himself after the 
Earth; The Earth models itself after Heaven. The Heaven models itself after Nature.” The relationships among 
Human being, Heaven, Earth and Nature are interdependent.

Starting from ourselves, we try our best to take actions of conservation of nature and ecology to show our 
respect to the nature for coexistence and harmony of all living things. Two of  Everest’s environmental 
achievements are introduced below.

6.1 Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park (ETEIP)
◎ The Coexistence and Harmony of Industry and Ecology

We cooperated with Professor Hsien-Te Lin, professor of National Cheng Kung University, and applied 
“ecology” and “green building” concepts to build Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park, ETEIP. With the 
building fully-functioning and connecting energy and natural resources, we achieve the win-win situation 
of energy-saving, carbon-reducing, and cost-effective. Since 2008, we have hosted many visitors from 
thousands of businesses, governmental organizations, academics and research units. By the end of 2011, 
we have had nearly 100 organizations and over 1,500 people to visit us. (In addition to the above mentioned, 
please refer to the 2010 Everest Textile SustainAbility Report to learn more about Everest green building 
renovation project and our practice.)

Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park
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◎ Learning from the Nature to Create an Eco-Industrial Park　　

We follow ecology as a base to cultivate diverse plants and native species in this park. We also planted arbor, 
bush, cane and herbaceous plants to lure numerous kinds of insects, birds, and butterflies for feeding so as to 
improve the environment and the ecosystem as well. Biodiversity is one of the five elements of human life 
besides air, sunshine, water, and soil; however, the most important thing is biodiversity. Because all living 
things are interdependent, without biodiversity, we can’t maintain the world to continue to thrive. Everest 
builds an eco-water system and wetlands that work as the kidney of the Earth to restore fertility. In addition to 
reducing global warming, and creating a biodiversity-friendly living space, it can regulate the climate and 
cool the whole plant.

Everest upholds the concept of learning from the nature. We built vertical artificial wetlands for disposing 
industrial effluent. Artificial wetlands can purify water, increase the amount of dissolved oxygen in water, 
and expedite the organic decomposition on wastewater by microorganisms. The artificial wetlands reduce 
the COD value of inflow water and uses microorganisms to decompose wastewater. It largely reduces the 
cost for wastewater treatment. Furthermore, the artificial wetland not only creates the landscape that is 
abundant of animal and plant biodiversity, but also provides pleasant scenery and the environmental education to 
all employees of Everest.

Therefore, we made the horizontal ecological water purification dry bed with the coal bricks and cobble 
stones, and the nature slope is designed with high and low water levels. The facilities are used to purify rain 
and sanitary wastewater. The purified water flows into four ecological restoration ponds. There are hundreds 
of aquatic plants in Everest’s ponds that help the restoration of Taiwan endangered native aquatic plants and 
hydrophilic trees. The ponds have become an important source of aquatic plants in southern Taiwan.

The Little Egret Visiting Eco Pond The Japanese White-eye Birds Visiting Eco Pond

Water purification dry land Eco pond BEco pond A Eco pond C Eco pond D

(For more details about the practice of  Everest Waste Water Eco-Treatment, please refer to 2010 Everest Textile SustainAbility Report.)
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◎ We apply “Everest Natural Farming Platform” 
     to share more information with our employees 
     and local farmers.

◎ We also initiated a “Nature and Healthy Farm” 
    on the roof of Everest Sustainable Innovation 
    Building. We utilize the used barrels of chemical 
    agents, covered with sow dust, soil, and compost 
    from leaves to plant corps. It’s a demonstrative 
    area to promote natural farming. Besides, due to 
    this kind of green roof, we have successfully 
    reduced radiation heat on the top floor of the 
    building.

◎ We arrange a regular “Farmer’s Market” at 
    Tainan factory. In this market, employees share 
    healthy vegetables and fruits cultivated by nature 
    farming. The earnings of agriculture goods are 
    attributed back to the farm management team.

Everest Headquarter: Administration Office at Tainan

Healthy Vegetable: Tomato

Healthy Vegetable: Banana
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6.2 Everest Natural Agriculture Educational Farm

We have an agricultural land near Tseng Wen Stream at the rear of our Taiwan factory. We built the 
Everest Nature Agriculture Educational Farm by dividing the land into 26 sections for soil tillage. 
We opened the farm to our employees for planting seasonal vegetables and fruits and invited Ms. 
Huey-Wen Chen (Director of Shumei Natural Agriculture Association) to teach us the Shumei Natural 
Agriculture System of Japan as a benchmark.

Nature
Classroom
Eco Area

Artificial 
Wetlands

Farm Road
Drainage

DitchIrrigation Canals

irrigation 
pond 

Green Belt (1 meter wild)

Natural Soil-tillage Area- Responsible Area by Departments

Everest Nature Agriculture Educational Farm

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1626 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17

Green Belt (1 meter wild)

Green Belt (1 meter wild)

The soil tillage is devided and cared by 26 departments. 
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The “Shumei Nature Agriculture System” emphasizes the interactive relationships between human 
beings and nature. It is based on three elements, healthy soil, clean water, and moderate sunshine. 
Besides, it incorporates employee’s appreciation and the respect for nature to cultivate crops. Everest 
expects the farm to be an educational farm of sustainable agriculture. Wastelands and polluted farms 
filled with pesticides and fertilizers can be converted into healthy and vital farms. That also brings 
sustainable opportunity to the Earth.

Healthy Vegetable：Big Head (Turnip)

Natural Farming Class2

Natural Farming Class1Ms. Chen Huey-Wen was teaching Everest Employees.

Joyful Harvest

Healthy Vegetable：Hot Chili
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6.3 The Third Party Certifications

The self-disclosure and systematic management of products, manufacturing environment and production 
process are important for evaluating the implementation of resources productivity, energy using 
effectiveness and disposal management. We list all Everest’s certificates, approved or currently in 
progress by the third party in the belowm to share Everest’s efforts in sustainability for environmental 
protection and ecology.

1. ISO-9002 International Quality Assurance Standard Assessment
‧Everest was certified in 1994 to ensure all products provided by Everest to meet the quality requirements 
    of customers.

2. ISO-9001 International Quality Management System Certificate
‧Everest received this certificate in 1996 for enhanced organizational effectiveness and efficiency by 
    standard quality management system.

3. Oeko-Tex Standard 100 –The Eco-textile Certificate
‧The certificate focuses on controlling the harmful substances to the environment and staff during 
    production process. Everest got this certificate in 1997. It ensures Everest to provide consumers with 
    safe textiles and to support for environmental protection.

4. ISO-14001 Environmental Management Standard
‧Everest was certified in 1999 that we ensure the production process complying with international 
    standards of environmental protection. 

5. OHSAS-18001 Occupational Health and Safety Management System
‧Everest was certified in 2001 for ensuring the rights of employees and occupational safety.

6. ISO/IEC 17025 Testing Laboratory Accreditation 
‧Everest received the certificate of accreditation in 2007. It made Everest to become a member of 
    TAF (Taiwan Accreditation Foundation) as professional testing companies such as ITS and SGS.

7. ISO-13485 Medical Devices Quality Management System
‧Everest was certified in 2008 and verified to ensure that medical system management provided by 
    Everest to meet the international standards.

8. Life Cycle Assessment, LCA (in progress)
‧Life cycle analysis (LCA) helps Everest to manage the key points of carbon footprint such as reduction 
    of carbon emissions, lean production and cost.  In addition to providing innovative and sustainable 
    products approved by bluesign®, we are committed to control energy consumption and production 
    cost. From February to August in 2012, we partnered with RESET Carbon Ltd. in Hong Kong. The 
    carbon inventory and database of main products, energy consumption monitoring and the factories’ 
    implementation of process management are expected to be completed by the end of 2012. We plan to 
    gain the third party certification to earn recognition from brand customers and consumers.
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9. Sight-seeing Factory (Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park) Certification (in progress)
Currently, Everest’s certification of “Sight-seeing Factory” is under progress and being reviewed by 
Industrial Development Bureau of Ministry of Economic Affairs and Tainan City Government. As a 
pioneer of eco-enterprise with innovative transformation in Taiwan, Everest sets the standards for 
innovative green solutions to sustainability in manufacturing and we are dedicated to inter and 
intra-industry sharing of these eco-practices. Being one of the few vertically integrated textile companies 
in Taiwan, we offer a unique learning tour that combines innovation in textile industry with actions for 
environmental protection and conservation. We hope to influence stakeholders’ decision making and 
choices.

Sight-seeing Factory Route Sign Showroom

One Part of Sight-seeing Factory
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10.Green Factory Certification (in progress)
Everest participated in the selection of exemplifying company of 2012 Green factory Promotion Plan 
hosted by Industrial Development Bureau of Ministry of Economic Affairs.  Everest finally became one 
of the three demonstrating companies. Currently, the project is underway. Everest is expected to pass the 
certification of Green Factory by the end of 2012. The certification includes Green Building Label (old 
building improvement and ecological community) and a cleaner production assessment.

Green Criteria of 
Factory Building

Green Factory Label  (Industrial Development Bureau Certification)

Green Factory：It is a systematic mechanism that combines 
“Green Building” and “Cleaner Production” and is devoted to 
reducing the impact during the stages of construction, operation 
and life cycle of products. Green factory can enhance the 
sustainability of industry and products to achieve the goal of 
low-carbon industry. 
Reference: Intelligent Green Building Label Promotion Plan 
(2010) Business philosophy of the Japanese corporate environment 
and practice report (2010), The environment and society report 
of FDK and SHARP (2007)

Green Building
(Ministry of the Interior Certification)

The building for ecology, energy saving, 
waste reduction and heath includes nine 
indicators such as bio-diversity, greening, 
water conservation, daily energy saving, 
CO2 reduction, waste reduction, interior 
environment, water resources, Sewage and 
garbage improvement.

(Architecture and Building Research Institute, 
Ministry of the Interior)
EEWH-GF：Applicable to new construction 
                     and existing buildings
EEWH-RN：Applicable to existing buildings 
                      re-engineering.

Green Criteria of 
Factory Operation Management

Cleaner Production
(Ministry of Economic Affairs Industrial 

Development Bureau of Certification)

The continuous application of an integrated 
preventive environmental strategy applied 
to processes, products and services in 
order to increase overall efficiency and 
reduce damage and risks for humans and 
the environment.

(Definition by UNEP)
General rule：Applies to all industries
Specific rule：Industry-Specific Applications
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◎ Related Certificates

 bluesign® Certificate  304.671.007 bluesign® Certificate  304.671.008

bluesign® Certificate  304.671.009 bluesign® Certificate  304.671.010
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 ISO 17025     

 ISO 9001  ISO 14001

 ISO 13485
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Oeko-Tex Standard 100                    OHSAS 18001            

SA8000     Nano Mark
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◎ Awards and Appreciation

bluesign® Award Tainan City Low-carbon Green Enterprise Award

Everest received “Tainan City Low-carbon Green Enterprise Award” 
from Tainan City Mayor, Lai, ChingTe (left)
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Appendix 1 : Evolution of Everest 
　　　　　　　　　 SustainAbility History

1988‧ Company Founded

1992‧ Awarded Exemplified Manufacturer in water pollution control by Environmental Protection  
             Administration (EPA).

1994‧ Received ISO-9002 certificate. (International Organization for Standardization)

1995‧ Listed Concentrated market shares on the Taiwan Stock Exchange. (symbol: 1460)

1996‧ Received ISO-9001 certificate.(International Organization for Standardization)

1997‧ Shifted investment to Far Eastern Industries (Shanghai) Ltd..
　　‧ Adopted ERP system
　　‧ Successfully became a major textile supplier of high-functionality sports brands.

1998‧ Established factory in Thailand
　　‧ Awarded the benchmark of textile industry from the survey by Common Wealth Magazine.

1999‧ Received ISO-14001 certificate of Environmental Management System. (EMS)
　　‧ Obtained the certificate of Oeko-Tex Standard 100 (International Association for Research and 
             Testing in the Field of Textile Ecology) for all textile products which pose no risk whatsoever to  
             health.

2000‧ Joined e-Business Project of Industrial Development Bureau and Industry Specialist program of 
             Department of Industrial Technology to enhance the research and the development capabilities 
             and increase the marketing advantage.

2001‧ Received OHSAS-18001 certificate (Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series 18000)
　　‧ Adopted B2Bi Integration system for enterprise extension
　　‧ Adopted Siebel CRM system
　　‧Adopted Adexa SCM system
　　‧ Adopted KM( knowledge management)

2002‧ Established deployment of color dynamic virtual video conference system, textile design virtual 
             communication system.
　　‧ Established product data management (PDM) system
　　‧ Established collabrative design system
　　‧ Established e-learning platform

2003‧ Established Everest Technology Research Center (ETRC) by the MOEA, to develop high-tech 
             original material, and improve Everest’s competitiveness of innovative product design continuously.

2005‧ Founded Nanotechnology research lab for nano materials and technology development.
　　‧ Microbiology Laboratory was founded for antibacterial inspection and analysis.
　　‧ Established global operation headquarters and enhance V-GLM (Global Logistics Management) 
             e-plan system.
　　‧ Launched our own brand “EVERTEK,” to enhance Everest’s brand value.
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2006‧ Led to establish the Southern Taiwan Textile Research Alliance (STTRA), which entered  alliance 
             with other related industries and cross-industry, to enhance the R&D capabilities of the textile 
             industry.
　　‧ Awarded 14th “Excellent Enterprise Innovation Award” and “Excellence Achievement Award” 
             by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan).
　　‧ Everest Textile (Shanghai) Ltd was founded (Independent from  FEIS)

2007‧ Implement the Everest SustainAbility Model (ESM)
　　‧ Taiwan factory applied for the evaluation of industry standard --bluesign®  to meet the highest 
             requirements in the manufacturing environment, health and safety.
　　‧ Started to participate in Premiere Vision, the leading textile exhibition
　　‧ Obtained ISO/IEC 17025 (Correction & Testing Laboratory ) certificate and became a listed 
             member of Taiwan Accreditation Foundation (TAF) together with ITS, SGS and other 
             professional testing organizations.
　　‧ Nano silver antimicrobial upholstery (woven) textile was certified and awarded the “Nano Mark”  
             by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan).
　　‧ Awarded the “2007 ESH management system-excellent manufacturers for constant improvement” 
             by Industrial Development Bureau of Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan).

2008‧ Received bluesign® accreditation
　　‧ Honored with our fourth “Nano Industrial Technology Elite Award”
　　‧ Joined “Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Forum” to lead sustainability development in Taiwan.
　　‧ Established Everest Textile Eco-Industrial Park(ETEIP)
　　‧ Nano silver antimicrobial upholstery (Knitted) textile was certified and award the “Nano Mark” 
             by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, R.O.C. (Taiwan).

2009‧ Joined The Conservation Alliance (USA)
　　‧ The first company in Asia to gain bluesign® certificate on coating and lamination products.
　　‧ Thailand factory and shanghai factory gained Swiss bluesign® certificate and became its system 
             partner to reach high standards in environment, health and safety aspects.
　　‧ Everest medical products gained GMP certification by the Department of Health, Executive 
             Yuan, R.O.C. (Taiwan).

2010‧ Developed the lightest weight fabric of 5-denier in the market.
　　‧ In March, due to the fire burned down the R&D building and automated storage, Everest 
             followed the principle of “Green Building” and “Appropriate Technology” to reconstruct the 
             building rapidly within three months. It was completed in June and named “Sustainable 
             Innovation Building.”
　　‧ Gained SA8000 certificate (The first textile company in Taiwan to obtain the certification)

2011‧ Published the first SustainAbility Report (Chinese and English versions)
　　‧ Created own apparel brand “EverSmile”
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Appendix 2: Statement of Social 
                                    Responsibility Guidelines

In order to comply with the corporate principles of social responsibility in business strategies, Everest 
commits to pursue following related guidelines of social responsibility and encourage our suppliers to 
comply with social responsibilities. If there is anything against “Corporate Social Responsibility 
Standards,” we will immediately review with the suppliers to seek out solutions together.

1.1 Legal Compliance
　  Compliance with all applicable national laws and regulations, industry minimum standards, ILO and UN 
      Conventions, and any other relevant statutory requirements whichever requirements are more stringent.

1.2 Freedom of Association and Right of Collective Negotiation
　  In situations or countries in which the rights regarding freedom of association and collective negotiation 
      are restricted by law, parallel means of independent and free organization and negotiation shall be 
      facilitated for all personnel. It should be ensured that representatives of personnel have access to 
      their members in the workplace.

1.3 Prohibition of Discrimination
　  No discrimination on race, caste, origin, religion, disability, gender, sexual orientation, union or 
      political affiliation, or age; no sexual harassment.

1.4 Compensation
　  Wages paid for regular working hours, overtime hours and overtime differentials shall meet or exceed 
      legal minimums and/or standards. Illegal, unauthorized or disciplinary deductions from wages shall 
      not be made. In situations in which the legal minimum wage and/or industry standards do not cover 
      living expenses and provide some additional disposable income, supplier companies are further 
      encouraged to provide their employees with adequate compensation to meet these needs.

1.5 Working Hours
　  Overtime work should from workers voluntarily. The allowable work time should be no more than 
      84 hours in two weeks and not to exceed 46 hours of overtime work per month. Workers have their 
      right for one day break after six days of consecutive work.

1.6 Workplace Health and Safety
　  A clear set of regulations and procedures must be established and followed regarding occupational 
      health and safety. Workplace practice and conditions which violate basic human rights are forbidden.

1.7 Prohibition of Child Labor
　  Child labor is forbidden as defined by ILO and United Nations Conventions and/or by national law. 
      Among these varied standards, the one that is the most stringent shall be followed. Any forms of 
      exploitation of children are forbidden. Working conditions resembling slavery or harmful to children’s 
      health are forbidden. The rights of young workers must be protected.

1.8 Prohibition of Forced Labor and Disciplinary Measures
　  All forms of forced labor, such as lodging deposits or the retention of identity documents from 
      personnel upon commencing employment, are forbidden as prisoning labor violates basic human 
      rights. The use of corporal punishment, mental or physical coercion and verbal abuse is forbidden.

1.9 Environment and Safety Issues
　  Procedures and standards for waste management, handling and disposure of chemicals and other 
      dangerous materials, emissions and effluent treatment must or exceed minimum legal requirements.
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Page

    1. Strategy and Analysis

1.1 CEO statement І,П

1.2 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities 23,
40-44

2.1 Company name 2

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services 5-8

2.3 Operational structure 9-12

2.4 Location of headquarters 14

2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates 14

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form 9-10

2.7 Markets served 14

2.8 Scale of the reporting organization 14,15

2.9 69

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period 80-86

    3. Report Parameters

3.1 Reporting period 1

3.2 Date of most recent report 1

3.3 Reporting cycle 1

3.4 Contact point 2

3.5 1-2

Appendix 3: GRI Index
The report has been complied based on the: GRI G3 guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI), trial version of the supplementary guidelines on clothing and footwear, and AA1000  Assurance 

Development. 

It was compiled in accordance with the principles of inclusiveness, materiality and responsiveness. Its 
self-declaration complies with the GRI G3’s application level B.

Although the application level B requires only the disclosure of 20 core indicators, we will disclose more 
GRI indicators, to allow stakeholders such as employees, shareholders, clients, supply partners etc. to 
gain a better understanding of our achievements in sustainable operations.
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3.6 Boundary of the report 1-2

3.7 1-2

3.8 period 1-2

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations 1-2

3.10 Effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the reasons 
for such re-statement 1-2

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or 
measurement methods applied in the report 1

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report N/A

3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report 4,31

    4. Governance, Commitments, and Engagement

4.1 Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the board 11

4.2 . 11

4.3 Number of board members that are independent and/or non-executive members 10

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction 
to the board 9-10

4.5 Linkage between compensation for board members, and executives, and the 
organization’s performance 10

4.6 9

4.7 the organization’s strategy on economic, environmental and social topics 11

4.8
Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct and principles 
relevant to economic, environmental, social performance and the implementation 
status

4.9 economic, environmental and social performance 10-12

4.10 Processes for evaluating the board’s own performance, particularly with respect to 
economic, environmental, and social performance 10-12

4.11 Explanation of how precautionary principles are addressed by the organization. 9-10

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or 
other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses 9,20,87

4.13 Corporate’s memberships or participation in relevant associations and organizations 59-62

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization 4

4.15 4

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement 4

Page

    3. Report Parameters

Description of 
each section

by topic
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Page

4.17 Key topics and concerns raised by stakeholder engagement 4

Economic Performance Indicators

Economic Performance

EC1 Economic value generated and distributed 16-17

EC2 Financial implications of climate change 21-22

EC3 N/A

EC4 N/A

Market Presence

EC5 locations of operation N/A

EC6 locations of operation N/A

EC7 Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management in locations of 27

Indirect Economic Impacts

EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided for public 67-71

EC9 Indirect economic impacts N/A

Environmental Performance Indicators

Materials

EN1 Materials used by weight or volume 17,42-45,56

EN2 Recycled materials 56

Energy

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source 33-34

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source 33-34

EN5 33-34

EN6 and reductions achieved

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy

Water

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source 33

EN9 N/A

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused 34

Description of 
each section 

by topic
Description of each 

section by topic
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Page

Biodiversity

EN11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas 
and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas. N/A

EN12 Significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected 
areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas N/A

EN13 Habitats protected or restored N/A

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity 31,73-77

EN15 Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats 
in areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk N/A

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight N/A

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight N/A

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved 33

EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight N/A

EN20 N/A

EN21 Total water discharged by quality and destination N/A

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method N/A

EN23 N/A

EN24
Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous 
under the terms of the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage of 
transported waste shipped internationally

N/A

EN25
Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related 

runoff
N/A

Products and Services

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of 
impact mitigation

EN27 Packaging materials N/A

Compliance

EN28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for 
non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 36

Tranport

EN29 N/A

Description of 
each section 

by topic
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Overall

EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type 36

Social Performance Indicators - Labor

Employment

LA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract and region 27-28

LA2 Employee turnover 27-28

LA3 According to position given, provide the full-time employees with welfare. 27-28
47-52

Labor/Management Relations

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective negotiation agreements 52

LA5 Minimum notice periods N/A

Occupational Health and Safety

LA6
Percentage of workforce represented in formal joint management-worker health 
and safety committees that help to monitor and to give suggestion for the topic of 
occupational health and safety

52

LA7 Occupational injuries and absenteeism 25

LA8 Education, training, counseling, prevention and risk-control programs in place to assist 
workforce members, their families, or community members regarding serious diseases 25

LA9 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions 23

Training and Education

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category 50

LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning 49-51

LA12 Career development N/A

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category 
according to indicators of diversity 27-28

LA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category N/A

Social Performance Indicators – Human rights

Investment and Procurement Practices

HR1 Human rights clauses in investment N/A

HR2 Supplier screening on human rights N/A

N/AHR3 Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of 
human rights relevant to operations

Page
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Non-discrimination

HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken 19

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

HR5 Incidents of violations of freedom of association and collective bargaining 19

Child Labor

HR6 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and 
measures taken to contribute to the elimination of child labor 19

Forced and Compulsory Labor

HR7 Incidents of forced or compulsory labor 19,52

Security Measures

HR8 Training for security personnel N/A

Indigenous Rights

HR9 Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people and 
actions taken 52

Social Performance Indicators – Society

Community

SO1 Programs and practices that assess and manage the impacts of operations on 
communities, including entering, operating, and exiting 11-12

Corruption

SO2 Corruption risks N/A

SO3 Anti-corruption training N/A

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption N/A

Public Policy

SO5 Lobbying N/A

SO6 Political donations N/A

Anti-competitive Behavior

SO7 Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly 
practices and their outcomes N/A

Compliance

SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for 
non-compliance with laws and regulations 36

Page
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Social Performance Indicators – Product Responsibility

Customer Health and Safety

PR1
Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are 
assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant products and services 
categories

18

PR2 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during their life cycle N/A

Product and Service Label

PR3 Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage of N/A

PR4 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning product and service information and labeling, by type of outcomes N/A

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring 
customer satisfaction 53-54

Promotions and Communications

PR6 Communication programs N/A

PR7 Non-compliance in marketing practices N/A

Customer Privacy

PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data N/A

Compliance

PR9 Significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning the 
provision and use of products and services N/A




